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More specifically the proposed amendments; (1) to reduce rewards

for whistleblowers in large monetary recoveries, (2) to clarify

whistleblowers entitlement to awards pertaining to cases pursued

by other governmental agencies, and {3) to add ̀ guidance' to the

"independent analysis" standard regarding what qualifies as

"original information".

1. Cautionary dote, Disclaimer, Forward-Looking Statements and Format

1.1. Please refer to the last page of this letter regarding Cautionary Note, Disclaimer and

Forward-Looking Statements before reading the below.

1.2. Please note that all comments and observations below is based on my interpretation of the

facts and circumstances.

3.,3. Due to the fact that the SEC Commissioners have launched this public enquiry without

setting up a separate ̀ non-public' secure line of enquiry, protecting the identities of large

case whistleblowers like me and potential ongoing investigations like the Case, aimed at

extracting as much relevant information as possible in the context of the proposed

amendments from the very whistleblowers who enables the Whistleblower Program and

are the target of the Reduced Award, below I am forced to ̀ black-out' the names of the

parties involved and refer to fihem simply by ̀letters'.

**Redactions in Original Submission** 



2. The Author and Purpose of this Letter 

2.1. My name is Richard Jansson and i am currently acting as a whistleblower(the 
"Whistleblower" or "!") in a potential ongoing large case investigation under the 
whistleblower program (the "Whistleblower Program"). 

2.2. I am from Sweden and thus indifferent to US domestic politics; the only thing that matters 
to me is the protection of the interests of Main Street Investors and that significant 
whistleblowers {like myself) will be accurately awarded for the value we potentially create 
in line with what has been explicitly stipulated by statue of law and promoted through the 
Office ofthe Whistleblower, in enticing us to come forward through the Whistleblower 
Program. 

3. Executive Summary -consequences o~the proposed implementation ofthe Reduced Award 

3.1. The Reduced Award will not, as alleged by the SEC Chairman,"help strengthen" the 
Whistleblower Program, it will in fact achieve the direct opposite,as the introduction ofthe 
Reduced Award will weaken and undermine the Whistleblower Program,in accordance with 

the below summary: 

3.1.1. The Reduced Award will create `competition'for sensitive information and 
encourage 'back-door-deals'between whistleblowers and large case offenders. 

3.1.2. The Reduced Award will make offenders in large cases more skilful in committing 
fraud and breaching the Securities Laws as they will learn first-hand from 
whistleblowers who has caughtthem out'. 

3.1.3. The Reduced Award will encourage concealment of information related to large 
cases. 

3.1.4. The Reduced Award will make the investigative work of the SEC more d+fficult as 

offenders in large cases will be warned in advance of a potential investigation. 

3.1.5. The Reduced Award will remove the alignment in between the SEC and the 

whistleblower in large cases. 

3.1.6. The Reduced Award will remove the incentive ofthe vrhistleblower to supply 

further information once a meritorious case has been filed in large cases. 

3.1.7. The Reduced Award wiH conceal the mostserious systematic fraud, which means 

that such abuse will carryon behind the scenes in an even more refined manner. 

3.1.8. The Reduced Award will, given the political implications, encourage potential 

whistleblowers of large cases to try to 'time'their cases in order to be `properly' 

awarded. 

3.1.9. The Reduced Award will introduce subjectivity and make the majority ofthe SEC 

Commissioners omnipotent in large cases, which will in turn introduce hugely 

complex issues of conflicts ofinterest. 

3.1.10, The Reduced Award will dangerously change a system that is recognized by all SEC 

Commissioners to already work perfectly well, 



 

 

 

 
 

 

3.1.11. The implementation of the Reduced Award will be against the Jaw, as the 

Commissioners will exceed their authority. 

3.1.12. The Reduced Award will discourage whistieblowers to come forward in large cases. 

3.1.13. The Redueed Award will make the whistleblower program less effective. 

3.1.14. The Reduced Award will undermine the public trust in the SEC as well as 
whistleblower's trust in the same. 

3.1.15. The Reduced Award will encouragejournalists and the likes of Netflix to investigate 

the most serious fraud and breaches of the Securities Law in cooperation with 

whistleblowers. 

3.2. In summary and as will be further explained below;the Reduced Award will create one set 

of rules far `small firy' and another for'big fish', protecting the large offenders whilst 

exposing the small ones, creating a `two-tear legal system'where one group of offenders 

are treated differently compared to another, undermining the very essence of democracy. 

3.3. !n the opinion ofthe Whistleblower,the Reduced Award is a 'clever' way for the 

establishment(who the Chairman is ultimately an ambassador of)to sabotage the 

Whistleblower Program to their benefit at the expense of Main Street Investors. 

3.4. In light ofthe above,this letter is further set out to illustrate that the Reduced Award is not 

the product of an arm's length,independent analysis and simply cannot be adopted since 

the SEC Chairman is conflicted in voting in favour of implementing the Reduced Award. 

4. The Whistleblower's Case filed with the Whistleblower Program 

4.1. The case the Whistleblower has brought to the attention ofthe Whistieblower Program 

relates to the merger of (" '"A")and (" '"B"), resulting in 

the merged entity ("C"),through which allegedly very large amounts of ill-

gotten gains have been made by a wide group of corporate offenders, primarily the 

investment bank (" '"D"j1,the law firm ~ 

("~ ° "E")2,the auditors {"~'"F")3 in addition to certain 

individuals in their capacities asformer beneficial shareholders, primarily 
~„ ,„ ~,,;.Mr.G")and 

,„Mr. H") 

who both simultaneously also were board members of A and B at the same time (ail 

together the "Alleged Offenders")4 at the expense of vulnerable and defencelessformer A 

retail investors(the "Case"). 

4.2. In brief, the value transfer was primarily enabled by D and E advising B's board and 

controlling shareholders(Mr.G and Mr. H)on how to move from an exchange ratio of 

(which %of the A majority shareholders had enjoyed)5 down to shares in C,a 

Appointed by B. 
2 Appointed by both A and e. 

3 Appointed as"independent' merger auditor for e. 

"The Alleged Offenders also includes ("H')(°independent' merger auditorfor A), (`9"), 

("J"),-("K")and-("L")(who all issued so-called 'fairness opinions"for A `justifying' D's Reduced Ratio and therefore the 

Value Transfer). 
5 The shareholders accepting the voluntary offer ended up with shares in Cfor every shares in A,a ratio of ( ). 



 

 

 

reduction of more than one third (the "Reduced Ratio")6 enforced upon the remaining ~o 

owned by the A minority shareholders, which meantthat the latter ended up with approx. 

millionfewer shares in C(and the former with approx. million more shares), worth 

approx.$1 billion at the time(the "Value Transfer")'. 

4.3. In facilitating this Value Transfer,investment bank D came up with two hi~hly biased 

valuations primarily based on so-called ̀ forward-looking statements`(i.e. `A will develop 

poorly and B will prosper`)$ in order to `justify' the Reduced Ratio. In the SEC filings 

however, D was misleadingly portrayed as simply having supplied one out offive 'fairness 

opinions' on the said ratio. 

4.4. When reality caught up(before the merger exchange ratio was agreed and implemented) 

and showed that the subjective plan (which was based on the earlier false forward-looking-

statements)was way off `target' more than half way through as A continued to outperform 

B,D and E assisted B to come up with more and more `creative predictions'to the 

detriment of A and to the benefit of B (i.e. a `double-whammy effect') with the end-goal of 

pushing through the orchestrated Value Transfer. 

4.5. In order to enable the Value Transfer,the Explanatory Pviemorandum 'justifying' D's 

Reduced Ratio was carefully re-worded by D in close collaboration with E, which I suggest 

ultimately mislead the SEC and the A minority shareholders, ending up costing the latter 

approx.$1 billion. 

4,6, F and I were retained as"independent auditors"(as requested bylaw)in order to ultimately 

rotect the defenceless A minority shareholdersfrom an exchange ratio which was not 

"relevant and reasonable". 

4.7. In undertaking this work,D portrayed their role to the merger auditors as if they were an 

"independentexpert" in calculating the Reduced Ratio, despite obviously working for the 

interests of the majority shareholders, i.e. D was evidently conflicted in deeming the 

Reduced Ratio'adequate'for the A minority shareholders as it massively benefited their 

ultimate clients, Mr. G and Mr. H. 

4.8. E was also allegedly `independent' but worked as legal counsel to A and B simultaneously 

and given that B owned in excess of~%of A,they were also conflicted in ̀ arranging' and 

c̀oordinating'the establishment ofthe Reduced Ratio, as their ultimate clients, Mr.G and 

Mr. H,stood to make in the magnitude of half a billion dollars in between them by having 

the Reduced Ratio implemented. 

6 The shareholders not accepting the voluntary offer ended up with only shares in Cfor every shares in A,a ratio of { and 

given that a total of approx.~million A shares became subjected to D's Reduced Ratio,the A minority shareholders ended up with 

approx. million too few shares in C whilstthe ultimate A majority shareholders ended up with million too many shares in C; at 

the time of the announcement worth approx.one billion dollars. 

'With penalty interest at 8%per annum,the total damage caused tothe former A minority can today be estimated at $2.3 billion in total. 

$ The likes of D typically `coaches'their clients(B)in merger transactions as to `how thefuture will likely develop'for the companies 

involved and by coming up with so-called 'forward-looking-statements'to the benefit of `one currency'(the B stock)and to the 

disadvantage of the `other currency'(the A stock),they can create a value transfer from one group of shareholders(minority)over to 

another {majority),and as the future is unknown by definition and the management(i.e. the majority) is allegedly'most capable to predict 

thefuturefor the businesses in question' despite the obvious conflict of interest at hand, majorities can come up with highly biased 

assessments in order to enrich themselves at the expense of Main Street Investors, i.e.'forward-looking-statements'are the'wholly grail' 

of the M&A industry to defraud the defenseless. The SEC Chairman is acutely aware as an `M&A expert' how this works and if he really 

wanted to protect the interest of Main Street Investors, this is where hisfocus ought to be, not to disincentiuize Iarge case whistleblowers 

from coming forward or'partner' with such offenders. 



 

4.9. Further,the boards of A and B were identical, i.e. Mr. G and Mr. H sat an both boards 

concurrently. Despite this, it was incomprehensibly stated in SEC filings that the Reduced 

Ratio had been agreed "through arm'slength negotiations". In other words, IVIr. G and Mr. 

H 'negotiated' with themselves in enabling the $1 billion Value Transfer out of which they 

were in between them by far the biggest beneficiaries, i.e. they were also evidently 

conflicted. 

4.10. Rs lawyers, E's role in ̀ convincing' the auditors F and I to approve the Reduced Ratio 

was significant,they even re-wrote F's'independent rnergerreport'to fit the end-goal of 

enabling the Value Transfer from the A minority shareholders over to Mr.G, Mr. H and the 

other former B shareholders. 

4.11. Legal counsel E even worded and inserted F's final concluding Opinion, which stated 

that the Reduced Ratio was "relevant and reasonable",which ultimately enabled the $1 

billion transfer, as without a such conclusion,the Value Transfer would not be 

implementable bylaw. 

4.12. Interestingly,the merger auditor F had. previously written in their report that it did 

"notaddress whether"the ratio received by ~a {i.e. )was"more relevant and 

reasonable than" D's Reduced Ratio {i.e. ), a section which was nowhere to be found in 

the final signed version which enabled the Value Transfer,after having been deleted by 

legal counsel E. 

4.13. Also investment bank D engaged extensively in re-writing F's `independent' auditor's 

report, in close collaboration with the lawyers at E,to make sure it was `solid', i.e. making 

certain that the A minority investors subjected to the $1 billion Value Transfer could not 

challenge it. 

4.14. I#further appears as if D provided extensive `advice'to both boards(A and B)and 

the `independent' merger auditors against al! arguments raised by the defenceless A 

minority shareholders, making sure that such arguments were `crushed'; whereafter the $1 

billion was `transferred'from the A minority shareholders over to the A majority 

shareholders, i.e. to D's and E's true ultimate clients i.e. primarily Mr.G and Mr. H). 

4.15. In a letter however, D bizarrely wrote that they "did not advise" A; how is that even 

passible when they advised B who in turn awned in excess of %of A whilst they both had 

identical boards? 

4.1.6, The board of A even stated inexplicably in their SEC filing that the implementation of 

the Reduced Ratio, i.e. to transfer $1 billion in this way,would be "in the bestinterest" of 

the A minority shareholders and that the board "unanimously" recommended them to vote 

""FOR"the decision". 

4.17, A and B further mislead investors and regulators in the SEC filings by stating that the 

boards decisions to implementthe Reduced Ratio and therefore enable the Value Transfer 

had been "unanimous",when in fact two prominent directors, Mr. ("Mr. N")and 

Mr. _("Mr.O"), refused to participate in the decisions to shift the $1 billion in this 

way and thus left the room as the proposals were being passed under the careful 

supervision of both investment bank D and legal counsel E;among them 



 

 

now "Vice Chairman ofThe and ChiefExecutive Off+cer of 

'g and the `M&A specialist' of E10. 

4.18. Mr. N was also one of A's largest shareholders and converted all his shares at the 

#avourable ratio of and was thus one of the key beneficiaries in having D's Reduced 

Ratio of~implemented, but given that he was evidently conflicted in participating, he 

refused to participate in the decisions to shift the $1 billion. Both Mr.G and Mr. H remained 

in the board room however and voted 'happily' in favour of the Value Transfer, despite 

their eviden# conflicts of interest. 

4.19. According to annual reports, Mr. N was allegedly an "independent" board member 

of both A and B, despite being one of B's largest shareholders and a close friend and 
associate of Mr.G; both benefitting enormously from having the Reduced Ratio 
implemented at the expense ofthe A minority shareholders. 

4.20. As merger auditor I eventually refused to put their name to verifying D's Reduced 
Ratio as "relevantand reasonable", which was required bylaw, Mr. H and Mr. G as board 
members of A decided to replace I the very same day as the report was being signed by a 
s̀hell company'with no assets or track record, which ̀ willingly' verified the Reduced Ratio 

as"relevant and reasonable", in order to force through the Value Transfer. 

4.21. In the SEC filing it was inexplicably stated that this sudden replacement of I was 

"unrelated to the merger"and that this `shell company'was"selected" by the boardll based 

on its "reputation" and "expertise", despite it hardly existing, with a total balance sheet of 

some $100k the preceding year.To put this in its right context,this auditor `approval' 

enabled the Value Transfer of$1 billion as described above, i.e. an ̀ asset cover'for the 
.victims of0.03.%lZ

4.22. When A minority shareholders objected to the auditors, legal counsel E stepped in 

and advised the merger auditors on how to intimidate them into compliance:"state in the 

letter that you reserve all our rights to seek appropriate damages in particular with respect 

to any inaccurate publicstatements that they have made or will make in thefuture. This 
.may be a way to limit any possible leaks through the press"13

4.23. As a result of F(perhaps not too surprisingly given I's sudden resignation described 

above)becoming anxious a#being sued for providing this highly controversial ̀ service', i.e. 

b̀lessing'the manipulated and orchestrated Reduced Ratio which D had come up with,they 

asked B for and were given, as it appears without any questions being asked,a total 

indemnification against any and all risks of being sued by the A minority shareholders who 

was the subject of the Value Transfer, pretty much working like a `bribe'- `you help us to 

shift a biNion dollars aver to usfrom the A minority and we will protect youfrom any 

negative consequences'-totally undermining F's independence, which was a legal 

requirement. 

4.24. En the SEC filings it was despite the above stated that F had not received any "special 

advantages", misleadingly portraying F again as"independent", when they were not. 

'o hYtps://www. 

~l i.e. Mr.G, Mr. H and others -but not likely Mr. N and Mr.0despite allegedly being "unanimous" in the SEC filings. 

'~ Perhaps not too surprising that no A minority shareholder victim dared to pursue this empty `shell company'for damages. 

~~ Email dated 
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4.25. At the same time, it was made crystal clear in the SEC filings that B had agreed to 
"indemnify" investment bank D "againstcertain liabilities" arising out of their engagement, 

i.e. D could be as'creative', reckless and immoral as they wanted as if they ever were to be 

financially exposed for their alleged fraudulent'services', Bwould any way in the end pick 

up the `tab', i.e. D was provided with ̀ al!the authority but no responsibility'. 

4.26. Shortly after the Value Transfer had materialised, Mr. G was retained by the CEO of 

investment bank D, (" '"Mr.P"} as an "independent director" 

to serve on the "Corporate Governance" Committee of D14,i.e. Mr.G would,after having 

been assisted by D in accordance with the above, keep a'watchful eye'over the ethics' of 
Mr. P and his team at investment bank D; i.e. `ifyou scratch my back,!'!1 scratch yours'and 

.`we can carry on with our lucrative business as usual atthe expense ofthe defenceless'15

4.27. In total, it appears as if D, E and F invoiced A and 8some$ m16 for their merger 

related 'services', out of which a significant proportion was related to enabling the Value 
Transfer which gained the majority shareholders roughly a billion dollars. In other words, 
everyone involved in the merger apartfrom the A minority shareholders were on this 
l ucrative `gravy train', who ended up paying for `the party' by losing out a billion dollars of 
value at the time. 

4.28. There is a whole chain offurther disturbing and incriminating circumstances, like for 

example that investment bank D was one of the key financiers who put together a $ 
billion financing package for B and that the people at auditing firm F who ultimately signed 

off on D's Reduced Ratio enabling the Value Transfer had in fact worked 'successfully' with 
B for some 15 years before being mandated as"independent" merger auditors. 

4.29. The above, which in the opinion of the Whistieblower would best be described as 
sophisticated 'financial abduction', is a highly consolidated summary of a very long and 

complex series of events in relation to one of the largest M&A transactions ever, which 

took place over a period of 2 years. 

4.30. From a layman perspective and by applying common sense,one would have thought 

that the above actions are a chain of rather serious breaches of the Securities haw or 

constitutes fraud, manipulation, deceit, deliberate misrepresentation and/or reckless 

disregard. If such behaviour were to be permitted by the SEC,there is no such thing as 

protection for Main Street Investors, as there was incomplete and inaccurate disclosure of 

i mportant information and rudimentary safeguards were actively circumnavigated by the 

Alleged Offenders; at this point I am rather confident that the reader ofi this letter wonders; 

- Whatan earth does all this have to do with the proposed amendmentto implement 

the Deduced Awardfor whistleblowers in large SEC Recoveries? 

S. Conflicts of Interest - Lack of Impartiality 

5.1. The answer to the above question will be addressed. However,any suggestion that the 

proposed Reduced Award (as defined below)is the product of an independent process, 

developed with the best interest of Main Street Investors at heart is misconceived. This is 

~̂  https://www. 

~s The inappropriateness ofthe above appointment reminds strongly of the choice oflay Clayton as Chairman for the SEC,given that he is 

i nherently conflicted at the very outset,given his background. 
'6 This amount includes the costs associated with the other Alleged Offenders,see SEC Filing page 
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definiteEy not the case given that the ultimate enabler is the SEC Chairman,who is, in my 
view,conflicted and not independent in the context of promoting the Reduced Award. 

5.2. According to the Whistleblower,the Reduced Award is equally as deceptively worded as 
the Explanatory Memorandum which 'justified' the Reduced Ratio {as described above)and 
therefore enabled the Value Transfer, as carefully `developed' by investment bank D and 
legal counsel E for the ultimate benefit of primarily Mr. G and IVIr. H. 

5.3. !n other words,as will be further developed below,the Reduced Award is as orchestrated 
and manipulated as the Reduced Ratio enforced upon the defenceless A minority 
shareholders;the only difference this time around is that now the target of the 
establishment is instead the Whistleblower who has caught D, E and F out and reported it 
to the Whistleblower Program,to the potential detriment ofthem, Mr. G, Mr. H and the 
l ucrative financial advisory industry the SEC Chairman is ultimately an ambassador of. 

5.4. Please note that legal counsel E and Sullivan &Cromwell("Sullivan 8t Cromwell"),at which 
Chairman Clayton has been a Partner for more than a decade and a half before being 
appointed as SEC Chairman,are more or less identical `WallStreetlawfirms ofpreference' 
for the likes of investment bank D(and their Big Business clients like Mr. G and Mr. H); 
below follows briefly what their teams'are recognized for; 

5.4.1. 

5.4.2. Sullivan &Cromwell:"An exceptionalchoicefor High-stakes M&A,regularly called 
upon by leading multinationals to handle their transactions. Wellsupported by 
strong complementary departmentssuch as antitrust, tax, litigation and employee 
benefits and executive compensation. Frequently sought after by clients in the 
energy,financial services, healthcare and insurance industries"18. 

5.5. Sullivan &Cromwell has been investment bank D's preferred law firm far generations and 
Chairman Clayton has advised D on some of their most important transactions, like "the 

5.6. Before getting into the details and the circumstances surrounding the `push'for having the 
Reduced Award implemented, please allow me to first stress the importance of true 
independence for the SEC Commissioners in considering their respective integrity and 

define conflict ofinterest: 

5,6.1. Conflict of Interest:"A conflict ofinterest(COIJ is a situation in which a person or 

organization is involved in multiple interests,financial or otherwise, and serving 

one interestcould involve working against another. Typically, this relates to 

situations in which the personalinterest ofan individual or organization might 

adversely affecta duty owed to make decisions for the benefit ofa third party. The 

i~ https://www. 

~$ https://www.chambersandpartners.com/12806J1437/editorialJS/1/usa-new-york-corporate-m-a-the-elite 

~9 https://www, 
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presence ofa conflict ofinterest is independent ofthe occurrence ofimpropriety. 
Therefore, a conflict ofinterestcan be discovered and voluntarily defused before 
any corruption occurs. A conflict ofinterestexists ifthe circumstances are 
reasonably believed(on the basis ofpastexperience and objective evidence)to 
create a risk thata decision may be unduly influenced by other,secondary interests, 
and not on whether a particular individual is actually influenced by a secondary 
interest"20. 

5J, The staff at the SEC are well versed on vuhat the issue of conflicts of in#erest entails as for 
example on 20 August 2018 they announced that"Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner& Smith has 
agreed to pay approximately$8.9 million to settle charges that itfailed to disclose a conflict 

.ofinterest arising outobits own business interestsi21

5.8. When it comes to conflicts of interest it is of the utmost importance that each and every 
one of the SEC Commissioners are acting with the highest integrity in close consultation 
with the commission's Ethics Officer and ultimately as role models and implies a zero 
tolerance for lack of impartiality, as otherwise they will create arbitrary double standards 
which will undermine the credibility ofthe office of the SEC. 

6. The Mission ofthe SEC,Independence and Conflict of Interest 

6.1. The SEC shall be an "independent"(in the true meaning of the word)"agency ofthe United 
Statesfederalgovernment"ZZ and is therefore perceived to be the last and truly non-partial 
bastion of integrity and fair play and a resource for the harmed and defenceless in any 
David and Goliath corporate scenario and it is precisely for this reason the SEC has been 
granted its sweeping powers. 

6.2. The mission ofthe SEC is to protect defenceless retail investors("tVlain Street Investors") 
by "maintainingfair, orderly, pnd efficient markets;andfacilitate capitalformation".The 
framework for this is the securities regulation in the United States(the "Securities t.aw"). 

6.3. The SEC shall thus primarily act as a ̀ counter-weight'to important and influential financial 
i nstitutions and corporations like company B("Big Businesses")who may fraudulently and 
i n breach of the Securities Law,carefully guided by so-called ̀ experts'(investment bankers 
like D,lawyers like E and auditors like F - vrho are also Big Businesses in their own right), 
shift money from Main Street Investors over to themselves, in order to protect those who 
do not have the know-how or simply cannot afford to retain such equivalent expensive 
èxperts'to advise them on how to best shelter themselvesfrom such abuse. 

6.4. Central to the SEC mission is to stamp outfraud and man+pulation in situations where 

conflict of interests enables and results in breaches of the Securities Law (like in paragraph 

5.7 above); i.e. conflict of interest goes to the very heart of what the SEC is appointed to 

investigate, namely how offenders are willing to compromise their integrity in order to 

enrich themselves fraudulently at the expense of others. 

6.5, The SEC stands for catchwords such as candour,confidence,fairness,faithfulness, 

frankness, honour,integrity, loyalty, morality, probity, rectitude, responsibility, self-respect, 

sincerity, trustworthiness, veracity, virtue, bluntness, conscientiousness,equity,fidelity, 

x0 hops://en.wikipedia.org/wild/Conflict_of_interest 
xl hops://www.sec.goy/news/press-release/201$-159 
zz hops://en.wikipedia.org/wild/U.S._Securities_and_Exchange_Commission 
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genuineness,goodness,impeccability, incorruptibility,justness, openness,outspokenness, 

plainness, principle, reputability, right, scrupulousness,soundness,straightforwardness, 

straightness,trustiness, uprightness and even-handedness; which all together boils down to 

maintaining true independence and #herefore avoid conflict of interest. 

6,6. The problem with being `conflicted' is the same as with being "independent" in relation to 

the Case above, i.e. that there is not aclear-cut line but rather a scale, i.e. it always boils 

down to having good judgement based on integrity and ethics. One `acid test' is to put 

oneself `in the shoes'ofthe one who asserts conflict, to determine if i# would be acceptable 

ifone was on 'the other side ofthe argument',as it is ultimately boiling dawn to the ability 

to judge right from wrong and apply common sense. 

6.7. In this context,the SEC Commissioners must now be cautious to avoid any such conflict of 

interests in undertaking their roles and make sure that the SEC truly is a "responsible 

steward ofthe public trusti23 in relation to casting their votes regarding the proposed 

Reduced Award. 

7. The Whistleblower Program -Purpose and Award Structure 

7.1. The Whistleblower Program was introduced in 2010through the Dodd—Frank Wall Street 

Reform and Consumer Protection Act(the "OFA")in light of the systematic misbehaviour by 

Big Businesses which caused the financial crisis, in order to encourage whistleblowers with 

inside knowledge and understanding of how fraud and other breaches ofthe Securities Law 

are orchestrated behind the scenes,to come forward and expose wrongdoers against a 

significant award when Recoveries of in excess of$1 million materialises, in order to enable 

the SEC to efficient be able to effectively investigate and hold offenders responsible for 

their illicit acts, with the end-goal of restituting victims of the past and preventing future 

such abuse and in the extension yet ano#her financial crisis. 

7.2. The size of the award was set high enough to effectively encourage and attract all lines of 

whistleblowers to come forward and atthe same time work as a `frightening' deterrent for 

Big Businesses to fall fior the temptation to breach the !aw and the percentages were 

applied irrespective ofthe size ofthe Recovery, i.e. no manoeuvrability was provided to the 

SEC Commissioners to arbitrarily evaluate the award in dollar terms. 

7.3. The overriding aim of the Whistleblower Program is thus to prevent abuse in the future and 

restitute the victims ofthe past {all -notjust in the small and non-controversial situations), 

notconceal the significant illicit events of the past resulting in yet another financial crisis 

building up which will make such behaviour repeat itself in the future and be even more 

difficult to uncover,to the detriment of the very same Main Street Investors the SEC is 

appointed to protect and more generally,the US tax payer, which had to pick up the `tab' 

last time around and will have to do the same in the future on behalf of the actions of 

reckless Big Business offenders and their advisors. 

8. The Current Award Rule versus The Proposed Award Rule 

8.1. Under the current implementation ofthe award rule, a meritorious large case 

whistleblower is entitled to a minimum of10% up to a maximum of30%(the "Current 

Award")ofthe monetary sanctions recovered (the "Recovery"), i.e. a potential 

discretionary uplift of0-20%over and above the guaranteed floor of 10%,based on the role 

23 htt s: jwww.sec.R~ov/neevs~press-release/2018-120. 
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played,the level ofsupport provided and added value supplied by the whistleblower in 

question, determined in accordance with a clear framework set out in Iaw24(the "Current 
Award Rule")-see further details below. 

8.2. Under the now proposed implementation ofthe award rule through the Reduced Award, 
ultimately enabled by the SEC Chairman,an equivalent meritorious large case 
whistleblower will be entitled to a min+mum of$30m up to a ̀ potential' maximum of10% of 
the Recovery,irrespective of(a)the role played,(b)the level ofi support provided and (c) 
the added value supplied by the whistlebiower in question, arbitrarily decided by a simple 
majority of the five SEC Commissioners{the "Proposed Award Rule"). 

8.3. In other words,the proposed amendment will result in a significant reduction in award size 
for whistleblowers in large cases such as the Case,through the implementation ofthe 
Proposed Award Rules {the "Reduced Award"). 

8.4. The Reduced Award will thus make whistleblowers in large cases less +ncentivized to come 

forward and blow the whistle on Bag Businesses committing fraud and breaches against the 

Securities Law,which means that the proposed Reduced Award.creates double standards, 
as relatively small cases(recoveries up to a maximum of$100m)will most likely reach the 
Whistleblower Program whilst larger cases where the potential recoveries are perhaps 

billions of dollars may risk being covered up by offenders in close collaboration with 
potential whistleblowers or remain un-reported to the SEC; i.e. one set of rules for'small 

fry' and another for `big fish', protecting the large offenders whilst the exposing small ones 

(see further below). 

8.5. The Proposed Award Rule is further misleadingly portrayed in the context of the proposed 

amendment as if it was all about a "clarification" of the Current Award Rule and providing 
"interpretive guidance".The Current Award Rule is already totally clear and has been 

implemented by the SEC Commissionersfor almost a decade to date without any 
interpretive guidance required, i.e. whatthe SEC Chairman actually means is that his 

subjective interpretation ofthe Current Award Rule shall be 'clarified' in order for him to 

i mplementthe now proposed Reduced Award. 

8.6. As part of the rhetoric to try to 'justify' and impose the Reduced Award for large cases,the 

SEC Chairman focuses simultaneously on the small-case whisCleblowers who may only end 

up with a few hundred thousand ofi dollars for blowing the whistle, proposing that they 

ought to receive a greater share. If this were to be a true concern of the SEC Chairman, 

there is no reason why he and the other Commissioners could not turn to Congress and ask 

for a change to that effect, without undermining the Whistiebiower Program related to 

fraud and breaches of the Securities Law pertaining to Big Businesses. 

8.7. There is further an implied rhetoric that the SEC works for `the little guy'and that the `big 

guys can fend for themselves'. This is not correct, as in relation to the Case for example, 

among the largest minority shareholders in A were big banks whose shares in turn were 

owned by pension funds and the likes, i.e. indirectly primarily Main Street Investors and 

taxpayers. 

~4 https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/201$/07/28/proposed-amendments-to-whistleblower-rules/ 
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9, The law behind the Discretionary Uplift ofthe Current Award 

9.1. The DMA clearly sets out that any whistleblower award must be adjusted in accordance with 
certain 'factors'that may increase or decrease the ultimate percentage awarded,limited to; 

9.1.1.For Increase Adjustment; 

9.1.1.1. the significance ofthe information provided by the whistleblower, 
9.1.1.2. the assistance provided by the whistleblower, 
9.1.1.3. the!aw enforcementinterest; and 
9.1.1.4. the participation in internal compliance systems. 

9.1.2.For Decrease Adjustment; 

9.1.2.1. the whistleblower's involvement in any violation, 
9.1.2.2. any unreasonable delay in reporting, and 
9.1.2.3. any interference with internal compliance and reporting systems. 

9.2. in practice the above means that a whistleblower under the Current Award Rule can never 
get less than 10% of the Recovery for blowing the whistle but has he or she been the `ideal 
whistleblower' and done everything `by the book'in accordance with the above criteria, the 
SEC Commissioners are obliged to increase the percentage closer to 30% of the Recovery 
(the "Discretionary Uplift"), based on the guidance and recommendations provided by the 
Claims Review Staff{the "CRS"). 

9,3. The apparent key logic behind the Discret+onary Uplift(from 10% up to 30%),which to a 
layman can appear to be perfectly balanced by Congress,is to encourage meritorious 
whistleblowers not only to blow the whistle in the first instance, but also,subsequently, 
being highly incentivized, carryon providing assistance and provide further information to 
an ongoing investigation by independently analysing the case in question in order to 
facilitate for -the SEC in their work in holding offenders to justice, obviously driven by the 
desire of the whistleblower to convince the CRS and the Commission that the whistleblower 
in question ultimately deserves rather 30%than just 1p% of any such Recovery. 

9.4. Notably,the DFA does not allow the Commission to arbitrarily consider the size of an award 
i n dollar terms in determining the percentage amount,which 3 out of5SEC Commissioners 
now want to change by furnishing the Reduced Award; effectively resulting in a significantly 
reduced incentive for whistleblowers exposing breaches against the Securities Law and 
fraud pertaining to Big Businesses;something 2out of5SEC Commissioners are strongly 
opposed to. 

10. 'The SEC Chairman's Commercial'Frack Record 

10.1. As explained above,the SEC Chairman has a background as a lawyer at Sullivan & 
Cromwell,specializing and advising clients in "mergers and acquisitions transactions"~5,just 
like legal counsel E provided such advice and services to investment bank D,company A and 
B,but ultimately to the controlling shareholders Mr. G and Mr. H in relation to the Case. 

10.2. The SEC Chairman "earned $7.6 million in 2016from hisfirm"z6 

z5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jay_Clayton_{attorney) 
26 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jay_Clayton_(attorney) 
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30.3. Among the SEC Chairman'sformer lucrative clients are many `prominent' Wall 
Streetfirms,one of which happens to be investment bank D {see paragraph 5.5 above). 

10.4. The SEC Chairman is "an elite lawyer who has de ended big banksfor theirfinancial 
crisis-era misbehaviori27,i.e. the Chairman has likely advised and defended D and other Big 
Businesses in relation to fraud cases and breaches ofthe Securities ~aw28. 

10.5. The SEC Chairman has accumulated a family wealth worth up to "$130.4 million"29 

10.6. In light of the above,one can conclude thafi the SEC Chairman has(1)enabled the 
consideration of the Reduced Award and {2)accumulated his significant wealth by 
providing services to Big Businesses(including D)throughout his career. 

10.7. It is also perhaps worth pointing out that the wealth of the SEC Chairman puts him in 
the range ofthe top 99.99 percentile ofthe U.S. population by net worth30,i.e. an amount 
more than 4times larger than the proposed Reduced Award now being promoted by the 
Chairman himself as"reasonably necessary". 

10.8. It could be concerning that the SEC Chairman is as far from being a typical Main 
Street Investor as one can come, yet it is his subjective judgement which is determining 
what is'required to protect' the very same Main Street Investors when implementing the 
Reduced Award. 

11. The SEC Chairman's alleged rationale for promoting the Reduced Award - it will "help 
strengthen"the Whistleblower Program 

11.1, When the five SEC Commissioners voted on the matter whether or not to consider 
the Reduced Award,the two Democrats Kara Stein and Robert Jackson voted a~ainst31 

whilst the two Republicans Nester Peirce and Michael Piwowar voted for the Reduced 
.Award32

11.2. The politically "independent"33 SEC ChairrnanJay Clayton (the "SEC Chairman") 
t̀ipped the balance' in favour of considering the Reduced Award and thus voted with the 
Republicans34,as according to him the Proposed Award Rules will "help strengthen the 
whistleblower program"3s 

11.3. Given the structure and composition of the SEC Commission, it is thus the SEC 
Chairman alone who ultimately has enabled the consideration of the Reduced Award and 
therefore he has an enormous responsibility to act with integrity and avoid any kind of 

27 https:J/baltimorejewishlife.com/news/news-detail.php?SECTIQN_ID=2&ARTICLE_ID=82190 
28The relationship with a former client could potentially entail assisting such clients in committing such actions as described above and 

thus potentially being part of an alleged offence,subjected to an SEC investigation, i.e. it cannot be ruled out that the SEC Chairman 
and/or hisformer firm may have played an equivalent role as E, as described above. 

29 https:/Jwww.reuters.com/article/us-sec-nominee/sec-nominee-Clayton-vows-separation-from-his-wall-street-Iaw-firm-
idU5KBN16F24W 
3o https://www.barrons.com/articles/yenta-millionaires-the-new-rising-class-1474086236 
31 The dissent of the two democrats on the SEC Commission makes it clear that insiders understand the true clandestine purpose of the 
Reduced Award, not as some kind of `re-balancing'justifiable as an improvement to the whistleblower program, but as an explicit attempt 

to weaken it by disincentivize reporting of large fraud cases and breaches ofthe Securities Law pertaining to Big Businesses. 
~z htt s: www.markerivatch.com stogy(sec-proposes-to-limit-whistleblower-awards-2018-06-28 
33 https://en.wikipedia.org/wild/Jay_Clayton_{attorney) 

34 https:/JwwUa.marketwatth.comJstor~/sec-proposes-to-limit-whistleblower-awards-2018-06 28 
3s hops:JJwwwsec.~ov/news/press-release/2018-120 
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conflicts of interest in relation to the potential implementation of the proposed 
amendment, post the public enquiry. 

12. The Whistleblower's view on the Reduced Award - it will undermine and therefore weaken the 
Whistleblower Program - as illustrated by the Case below 

12.1. Had the Whistleblower at the time offiling the Case known about the proposed 
Reduced Award,i.e. that the Current Award'Ruie(a minimum of10% up to a maximum of 
30% ofthe Recovery)would potentially be replaced by the Proposed Award Rule 
{̀ discretionary' and arbitrary $30m or `perhaps'10% as ultimately decided by the sole 
discretion ofthe SEC Chairman who has partly built his fortune by protecting investment 
bank D who is one ofthe key alleged offenders in relation to the Case)resulting in the 
massively Reduced Award,the Whistleblower could have chosen to go with all know-how 
now supplied to the Whstleblower Program straight to Mr.G and Mr. H(who in #urn could 
have liaised with investment bank D,legal counsel E and the other Alleged Offenders) 
instead and try to cut a 'back-door deal' with them directly, as it cannot be ruled out that 
the Alleged Offenders would have offered to pay the Whistleblower in excess of$30 million 
to prevent an SEC investigation which may ultimately turn out to cost them (directly and/or 
indirectly) billions of dollars in penalties. 

12.2. In order to put the scale ofthe Case in perspective;the now by the Chairman 
promoted award limitation {$30m)represents(1)less than one tenth of the estimated total 
related transaction costsfor the merger event in question, or alternatively {2)a mere 1.3% 
ofthe estimated to date alleged ill-gotten gain. 

12.3. Obviously, would the reward potentially be `as high as'10% as the Reduced Award 
appear to potentially suggest36,there would still be a 90%+ `discount'for Mr.G, Mr. H and 
the other Alleged Offenders to acquire the information ahead of it reaching the 
Whistleblower Program. 

12.4. The above numbers do nat take into account potential associated claims37, 
reputational damage and SEC penalties on top,so in reality the `saving' in this context 
would likely be significantly larger in practice (closer to 100%),i.e. `small change' relatively 
speaking for the likes of the Alleged Offenders, especially if they were to split such 'costs' in 
between them,to cover it a!I up permanently. 

12.5. The Reduced Award thus encourages the Whistleblower {and other significant 
whistleblowers)to consider selling information and know-how to large case offenders 
involved instead ofsupplying it to the Whistleblower Program, which will ultimately make 
such offenders more skilful in concealing their illicit activities better in the future, 
something one cannot rule out could appeaC to the likes of the Alleged Offenders(who are 
typical former clients to the SEC Chairman),given the degree of lucrativeness associated 
with such arrangements. 

12.6. In other words, it would potentially be extremely good value'for the likes of the 
Alleged Offenders to `outbid'the Whistleblower Program for sensitive information in order 
to `clean things up' behind the scenes, without the scrutiny ofthe SEC. 

36 The SEC Commissioner Stein states that she "believe that the means by which the proposal providessuch flexibility would have the 
practical effectofserving as a cap.", i.e. a maximum of$30 million. 
37 Perhaps the Case is not cone-off event, but a systematic abuse within D, E and the other Alleged Offenders which means that there are 
numerous such situations `at risk' of being exposed,i.e. the potential threat may be significantly larger. 



12.7, Had the Reduced Award been adopted earlier and had the information pertaining to 
the Case instead been 'acquired' by Mr. G, Mr. H and the other Alleged Offenders an say 
the same terms as the Reduced Award suggests(instead of being supplied to the 
Whistleblower Program as is now the case),they would have; 

12.7.1. (1)not only hidden their alleged misconduct this time around and potentially 
saved a fortune(approx.$2 billion, plus potential penalties etc.), but also 

12.7.2. t2) be able to refine their skills in repeating the very same alleged offences and 
concealing it better, by learning first hand from the Whistleblower how to better 
cover up their tracks next time around,to the continued detriment of the Main 
Street Investors the SEC is ultimately appointed to protect, undermining the 
entire_purpose ofthe Whistleblower Program. 

12.8, Big Businesses would accordingly, as amirror-effect, be `incentivised' and 
encouraged by the Reduced Award to consider paying off' significant whistleblowers and 
make potential SEC investigations disappear', but more importantly,enable them to 
continue with their fraudulent activities, continue enriching themselves at the expense of 
Main Street Investors, whilst only relatively small cases offraud or breaches of the 
Securities Law would be brought to the attention ofthe SEC,weakening the Whistleblower 
Program. 

12.9. In other words,the Reduced Award opens up the potential for competition with the 
Whistleblower Program as to who will potentially offer the mostfor critical information and 
only once such potential attempts have failed will the information likely reach the 
Whistleblower Program;information which may in fact not be so crucial on the occasions 
that may happen as most serious offenders would perhaps prefer to `clean things up' 
behind the scenes and without the scrutiny of the SEC,not least in order to protect and 
maintain the ability to carryon repeating the same illicit and highly lucrative acts in a more 
refined manner going forward. 

12.10. The Reduced Award would further enable offenders who would not `pay off 
potential whistleblowers to use the information 'pre-offered for sale'to their advantage 
and take preparatory actions ahead of the information potentially and eventually reaching 
the Whistleblower Program; i.e. it may in factfurther undermine the ability for the SEC to 
!ay hand on evidence in a timely manner,question untampered witnesses and convict in 
cases o#serious infringements, again undermining the entire purpose ofthe Whistleblower 
Program. 

13. The effect ofthe removal o~ the Discretionary Uplift elemer~~ 

13.1. In relation to the Case,the Whistleblower has since the initial filing submitted no 

fewer than additional extensive submissions over a significant time period and spent 

thousands of hours to develop the initial merits ofthe Case in order to assist the SEC in 

exposing the very complex underlying actions allegedly taken by the various Alleged 

Offenders, based on the Whistleblower's independent analysis and based on supplied 

Original In#ormation in order to help the SEC to better and more effectively evaluate the 

chain of events and circumstances which ultimately resulted in the Value Transfer. 

13.2. As explained above,the incentivisation in providing such additional support to the 

SEC post the initial filing is obviously motivated by the desire ofthe Whistleblower to 



 

 

 

 

 

convince the CRS and the Commissioners that the Whistleblower ultimately deserves the 

full Discretionary Uplift(rather 30%)than just 10% of any Recovery. 

13.3. Given the fact that the Proposed Award Rule would remove the applied 

Discretionary Uplift element means that in this scenario,once I filed the Case(which I am 

totally convinced is meritorious) with the Whistleblower Program,given the removal ofthis 

Discretionary Uplift, the further `added value' I as a Whistleblower can bring to the table 

does not any longer bring any corresponding added value forme;totally undermining the 

alignment in between the SEC and the Whistleblower and therefore again weakening the 
Whistleblower Program. 

14. Further implications ofthe 12educed Award -applied to the Case 

14.1. Take the Case of the Whistleblower as an example,which was filed quite some time 

ago,to illustrate how inappropriate the implementation of the Reduced Award would be; 

l et's assume that the SEC ultimately fines investment bank D say $1 biliian and that, given 

the Whistleblower's considerable'added-value' to the investigation,the CRS issues a 

Preliminary Determination recommending a 30%award,i.e. $300m,based an the `tools' 

the DFA law under the Current Award Rule has furnished them with. 

14,2. Let's further assume that the 2 Democratic Commissioners agree with the CRS's 

recommendation whilst the 2 Republican Commissioners "believe that the $30 million floor 

is appropriate"38 under the Proposed Award Rule. In this situation, it would be the SEC 

Chairman who would effectively cast the deciding vote {`tip the balance'- in the same way 

as with the consideration ofthe proposed Reduced Award)as to whether the 
Whistleblower shall receive the $300m proposed by the CRS and the 2 Democratic 

Commissioners,ar just one tenth of it as proposed by the 2 Republican Commissioners, 

$30m;for the Whistleblower in effect enabling the implementation ofthis huge fine in the 

first place and, more importantly, making sure that the same alleged fraud and breaches of 

the Securities Law will not be repeated in the future and cause any further harm to Main 

Street Investors. 

14.3. We already know that the SEC Chairman as a lawyer at Sullivan &Cromwell "has 

de ended big banksfor theirfinancial crisis-era misbehavior"39 and has built part of his 

wealth by supplying such services to investment bank D, who now is the subject of this 

theoretical huge fine. 

14.4. In this context, it is absolutely preposterous to allege that the SEC Chairman would 

be suitable to ultimately at his subjective and absolute sole discretion (given the divide 

among the Commissioners)be permitted to decide to reduce my potential Case reward by 

some 96%40 for `exposing' his former lucrative client D to this massive fine. 

14.5. It ought to be clear to anyone with integrity that it is totally unacceptable to have 

someone who has partly built his fartune by assisting organizations who are potentially 

committing fraud (the SEC Chairman)to arbitrarily decide highhandedly the level of award 

for the person that has potentially exposed the very same organization {D)to huge fines 

{the Whistleblower). 

38 Page 21 in; htt s: wwwsec.~;ovLulesJproposed/2018/34-83557.pdf 
39 https://baltimorejewishlife.comJnews/news-detail.php?SECTION_ID=2&ARTlCLE_ID=82190 

'̀030/{2,300x34%)-1= -95.7% 
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14.6. Now let's assume that the Whistleblower instead wentto D and offered the Case 
information for sale instead ofsupplying it to the Whistleblower Program and that D 
concluded that they were at a considerable risk to end up being fined $1 billion, but more 
i mportantly,given the huge implications of being exposed in this context, D would perhaps 
value the potential reputatona! damage to a further 10%reduction in its market 
capitalisation, potentially wiping offsome$ billion in share value,as a direct consequence 
ofthe Whistleblower supplying the sensitive information to the SEC through the 
Whistleblower Program,subsequently exposing the scale of the wrongdoing to the stock 
market. 

14.7. To illustrate that a such stock market reaction is not unlikely, Bayer,the owner of 
Roundup ~ `~-w ;b 
"plunged more than 10per cent on Monday,as investorsfeared that the German 
pharmaceuticals and chemicals group couldface an pva(anche ofcostly legal defeats"al 

14.8. In other words,in the above scenario,investment bank D has a $ billion 'concern' 
and is now being offered by the Whistleblower to 'clean this up' behind the scenes; what is 
it worth to them, more than $30m or `perhaps'10% of the likely initial fine($100m)in 
isolation that the Reduced Award suggests? A such ̀ premium'for getting rid of and 
concealing this issue would thus cost D something like _, ~"1% ofthe potential damage, 
which is an extremely cheap `insurance premium'. 

14.9. More importantly perhaps for D, if they acquire this information and bury their 
alleged conduct this time around,they would thanks to the Whistleblower be able to 
become more skilled in concealing their actions next time around and therefore be able to 
carry on allegedly defrauding Main Street Investors in the same illicit way also going 
forward, i.e. there is much more `hidden value'to D at stake in this scenario,so the real 
costfor `outbidding'the Whistleblower Program in order to `secure'the know-how and 
information of the Whistleblower is probably down to tiny fractions of the potential down-
side-risk associated with the Whistleblower handing the sensitive information over to the 
Whistleblower Program. 

14.10. At this point, D perhaps starts to evaluate the potential claims associated with the 
Case,as perhaps the Case may not be a one-off event, but a systematic abuse within D 
which means that there are numerous such situations ̀ at risk' of being exposed if the 
Whistleblower turns to the SEC via the Whistleblower Program, i.e. the potential threat 
may be significantly larger. 

14,11. Given the above and the fact that investment bank D has been indemnified by 
company B in orchestrating the Reduced Ratio as it appears and enabled the $1 billion 
Value Transfer, D must perhaps now turn to Mr.G and Mr. H for guidance. At this point 
they realise fihat D is not alone in this, but all Alleged Offenders enabling the Reduced Ra#io 
and therefore the Value Transfer are at risk of being exposed to fines, i.e. the scale ofthe 
alleged fraud has huge accumulative risks and given that B has indemnified,as it appears, 
all alleged conspiring parties, it would likely be B who is ultimately the most at risk to lose 
out huge amountsfrom an SEC investigation based on the know-how and information of 
the Whistleblower. 

Qihaps;//www.ft.com/content/a3840e1a-9ee0-11e8-$Sda-eeb7a4ce36e4 



 

14.12. Given the above,the very existence of D and 8 may be at stake, assuming the SEC 
takes the matter seriously enough; how much is it worth at this point for the Alleged 
Offenders to stop it, more than $30m? 

14.13. In between them,D and B have a net income ofsome$ billion per annum,or 
$ million per working day, i.e. the Reduced Award supported by the SEC Chairman 
i mplies that in order to `outbid'the SEC through the Whistleblower Program for this 
sensitive information and clean things up behind the scenes, D and B would forego less 
than one working days' worth of bottom line profits. 

15. Siae offines —Important Implications 

15.1. Far fines to serve a purpose,they must be at a level to deter the offender from re-
committingthe same offence and also deter others who otherwise may be tempted to 
unduly enrich themselves in the same manner. It is in the interest of Main Street Investors 
that alleged offenders like D and B loses out billions {as opposed to a few millions) of dollars 
and are properly punished for serious offences, as only then will they realize that such 
malpractice is not worth it going forward,as the downside risk will by far outweigh the 
potential upside. Further, offenders such as D ought to be forced to make an official 
apology to the victims on top and as part of their `rehabilitation'take full responsibility 
J̀apanese style'for their mal practice. 

15.2. A such scenario would make the competition of Q to think twice before defrauding 
investors and would as such work as a very strong `marketing tool'for the SEC to deter 
other potential offendersfrom committing the same offence, truly giving the SEC""most 
"bangfor its buck"through its Whistle6lower Program"". 

15,3. Under the current perceived 'soft-soft-approach' by the SEC an penalizing Big 
Businesses it has the direct opposite e~ifect, namely that they can 'happily live with the tiny 
fines' when they `occasionally' are `caught out', typically negotiated down by `great' 
lawyers(like the SEC Chairman),removing such serious financial and reputationaf 
consequences. 

15.4, When the SEC Chairman has now `switched chair'from acting as a such lawyer 
{making a fortune in assisting offenders like D from escaping huge fines)to head up the SEC, 
how likely is it that serious offenders like D will be properly taught a lesson by fiacing serious 
financial and reputational consequences for their alleged offences? 

15.5. It has to be recognized that in the vast majority offraud situations, Big Business 
offenders will not pay a single dime in fine, simply because they will never be `caught out', 
i.e.from an overall `average' perspective,committing offences will always over time be 
more lucrative for the offenders than paying the relatively small fines, if and when exposed. 

15.6. And as if this was not enough,the SEC Chairman has now enabled the consideration 
ofthe implementation ofthe Reduced Award to financially `punish'the brave ones who 
blow the whistle on the most serious and notorious Big Business offenders; but still to date 
he has not acknowledged that he is totally conflicted in this context, not least given that he 
would hold the entire arbitrary balance of power himself given the divide among the SEC 
Commissioners. 

15.7. It is also important to acknowledge that without the support of the Whistleblower, 
the SEC would most certainly not have been able to identify any ofthe Case related 



conclusions and alleged breaches against the Securities Law or alleged fraud, i.e. without 
the initial initiative and follow-up participation ofthe Whistleblower,there would simply 
not be a case for the SEC to pursue in the first place,so just by furnishing the proposed 
Reduced Award the SEC Chairman is diminishing my(and other major whistleblowers) 
i mportance immensely in the context of uncovering such malpractice,removing the 
alignment and breaching the implicit trust in between us. 

16. Quali#ication for Whistleblower Award -SEC's Optionality of using Supplied Informafiion 

16.1. Given that the Whistleblower has done the 'right thing'{one would have thought) 
and supplied the information related to the Case to the 1Nhistleblower Program (as 
opposed to offering it to the Alleged Offenders)and assuming that the SEC has started to 
analyse the information at hand,they naturally need to decide haw to pursue their 
i nvestigation and a potential claim against the Alleged Offenders. 

16.2. As repeatedly stated in SEC's confirmation letters, the SEC "is only authorized to 
conductinvestigations into possible v+olations ofthefederalsecuritieslam'and the SEC will 
not take any action "outside the scope or coverage ofthefederalsecurities!aw". It is further 
stated that the SEC"may"(i.e. if they so wish)refer the `tip' "to another regulatory orlaw 
enforcement agency". 

16.3. In other words,the SEC retains the right to handle any information supplied by a 
whistleblower as they see fit, yet the entitlement to a whistleblower award under the 
Current Award Rule, is only formally applicable in the case thatthe SEC pursues a Recovery 
pertaining to "violat+ons ofthefederalsecurities law". 

17. SECs Opfiionalit~r of using Supplied In€ormation in relation to the Case 

17.1. In view of what I have supplied to the Whistleblower Program to date in relation to 
the Case, I am rather confident that I have provided hard core evidence which confirms that 
Mr. G and Mr. N,in their capacities as board members of both A and B,actively lied in the 
SEC filings and thus mislead Main Street investors in A and numerous regulators, including 
the SEC,as guided by D and E in orchestration with the other Alleged Offenders. 

17.2. In my opinion,this ought to be rather serious offences which ought to result in an 
SEC order stipulating a significant tine, over and above compensating the victims of the 
Value Transfer, plus interest. If a such claim is being pursued by the SEC is currently unknow 
to the Whistleblower. 

17.3. On the other hand,given that also fraud may have been committed in relation to 
the Case in light ofthe huge Value Transfer, it cannot be ruled out that the SEC may be 
inclined to supply the Whistleblower information provided to the Department of Justice 
{the "DOJ")and let them pursue the Recovery instead of the SEC, which is very difficult for 
the Whistleblower to evaluate as the only thing I know for sure is that what happened in 
relation to the Value Transfer in plain unacceptable from any perspective. In a such 
scenario,the SEC may have `chosen'a strategy which will technically disqualify the 
Whistleblower from the award. 

17.4. Let's now assume that the SEC,out oftheir `discretion', chases to supply the 
Whistleblower information to say the DO1 who in turn, based on the whistleblower 
information, pursues the Alleged Offenders and secures a significant Recovery;then the 
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whistleblower would not technically be entitled to an award under the Current Award Rule 
under the Whistleblower Program,despite having enabled the Recovery in the first place. 

17.5, The above is apparently a huge concern to whistieblowers,as they have no influence 
whatsoever over which route the SEC may or may not, at their sole discretion, chose to 
pursue. 

17.6. Given the implications ofthe Reduced Award and the related issue ofconflict of 
interest at the level ofthe Commissioners could mean that it is ultimately the SEC Chairman 
who can decide or influence what kind of claim shall or shall not be pursued against various 
offenders,including the Alleged Offenders, which may result in whistleblowers fearing that 
the SEC may circumnavigate their obligation to pay whistleblower rewards by `preferring'to 
pass on such information as related to the Case to the DOJ and thereby disqualifying the 
Whistleblower. 

17.7. Atypical hurdle in being able to pursue a case is time limitations. However, when 
the authorities wantto hold someone liable, time limitations are `merely a rounding mark', 
as illustrated by a recent tweet by President Trump;""Justice"took a 12 year o!d tax case, 

.among other things" to convict Mr. Manafort4Z

17.8. A whistleblower cannot be expected to understand the very complex underlying 
considerations the SEC may take into account in deciding on how to best use the 
information supplied and which legal route to pursue. 

17.9. Whistleblowers shall be confident that if their information is used,they shall be 
rewarded accordingly,irrespectively of which governmental agency is ultimately pursuing 
the Recovery.The only thing a whistleblower can instinctively be confident about is that 
something must be wrong, if that is an event which will be investigated by the SEC or the 
DOJ or whoever(perhaps as `a preference' rather than anything else), is almost impossible 
for a whistleblower to judge,so if the SEC wants credibility for the Whistleblower Program, 
any information used must trigger the right to award. 

18. Deferred Prosecution Agreements and Pion-Prosecution Agreements 

18.1. The SEC Commissioners have recognised how unreasonable the circumstances 
described above are and in light ofthat now furnished a proposal to amend the 
interpretation of the Current Award Rule,so that Deferred Prosecution Agreement("DPA") 
and Non-Prosecution Agreements{"i~PA"}"entered into by the U.S. DepartmentofJustice 

("DOJ"J or a state attorney generalin a criminal case, ar a settlement agreemententered 
into by the Commission outside ofthe context ofajudicial or administrative proceeding to 
address violations ofthe securities laws" would "expressly allowfor the paymentofawards 
based on money collected under these types ofarrangements"(the "lNidening 
I nterpretation"). 

18.2. This is clearly an important step in the right direction as it would remove any 
uncertainty that if the SEC decides to pursue a case one way or the other,the 
whistleblower in question shall irrespectively be entitled to the award, which is plain 
common sense for any third-party observer. 

A2 hops://www,nytimes.com/2018/08/22Jus/politics/trump-Cohen-manafort.html 



 

 

19. Implications regarding changesto whistleblower entitlement under DPA's and IVPA's 

19.1. The problem with the above proposal which at a first glance appears to truly "help 
strengthen"the Whistleblower Program, is #hat it is ̀ linked' in with "Rule 21F-4(dJ", i.e. the 
i mplantation ofthe Reduced Award,which gets us back to the very serious negative 
consequences of the Reduced Award,as summarized under the Executive Summary above 
under paragraphs 3. 

19,2, For this reason it is impartan# that the Widening Interpretation which will include 
whistleblower award entitlement under for example a DPA do not at the same time weaken 
and undermine the Whistieblower Program by the infiroduction of the Reduced Award, 
disincentivizing potential whistleblowers to stay quiet or instead encourages `back-door-
deals' in between such whistleblowers and offenders,as described above. 

19.3. There may now be cause for further concern among whistleblowers that the SEC 
Chairman may block this proposal which will help strengthen the Whistleblower Program by 
making it conditional upon the implementation of the Reduced Award,despite there being 
close to zero correlation in between the two. Again,the issue of conflict of interest must be 
at the very centre ofthese decisions. 

19.4. In other words,the Widening Interpretation is a good and logical clarification, but it 
should not be mixed up with the detrimental Reduced Award for large cases as in that case, 
nothing has really been achieved in order to strengthen the Whistleblower Program. 

20. Deferred Prosecution Agreement - implications of double standards 

20.1. After having viewed the Netflix program called Dirty IVloney about HSBCs$880m 
money laundering activities for drug cartels43,I learnt that HSBC ended up settling the claim 
by "forfeiting $1.256 billion as part ofits deferred prosecution agreement(DPA)with the 
Department ofJustice, HSBC has also agreed to pay$665 million in civil penalties"44. 

20,2. In other words, HSBC was caught out knowingly laundering money originating from 
drugs, but instead offacing the full force ofthe law as any other criminal would,this DPA 
was agreed whereby HSBC paid a total fine of$1,921m. Given that HSBC typically generates 
a net income ofsome $8 billion per annum,this meant that HSBC `had to' give up one 
quarters worth of bottom line earnings in order to get out of this very awkward situation. 
Flo one within HSBC faced anyjai(time as far as I am aware. 

20.3, I further understand that the DPA allowed HSBC to retain its banking licence and 
even avoid a criminal record by reaching this agreement with the DOJ. 

20.4. In my opinion,the above is a very concerning development,as what we see here is 
yet again one set of rules for Big Businesses and another set of rules for the ordinary man 

who perhaps is providing financial services to Main Street Investors(the "financial Service 
Provider"), as if the latter was caught out laundering drugs money,he or she would for sure 
end up in jail and loose the right to provide any further such services. 

20.5. To make a metaphor comparison; let's say that there has been two identical ̀ hit and 
run'accidents,one committed by HSBC and one committed by the Financial Service 

°3 https://www.marketwatch.com/story/netflix-documentary-re-examines-hsbcs-881-million-money-laundering-scandal-2018-02-21 
"̂  hops://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/hsbc-holdings-plc-and-hsbc-bank-usa-na-admit-anti-money-laundering-and-sanctions-violations 
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Provider and a whistleblower reports the identical crimes to the police who investigates 
and hands it over to the prosecution office who takes it to court which reaches guilty 
verdicts for both. 8y applying the theory of the DPA in relation to these crimes,the verdicts 
will be very different; the Financial Service Provider will go to jail for a very long time,loose 
the driving licence(and licence to provide financial services)and pay life changing damages 
whilst the HSBC `driver' will not go to jail, will retain the driving licence(and therefore 
licence to continue to provide financial services)and pay damages that are the equivalent 
of a quarter's salary for the Financial Service Provider.The difference in between the two is 
clearly staggering. 

20.6. Naturally,there are more complex matters to be considered here like the 
i mplications of HSBC for example losing their banking license with thousands ofemployees 
at risk, systemic risks etc(too large to be failed), but the issue at heart remains, namely that 
there is one set of rules for Big Businesses and another set of rules for the rest of us, and 
clearly there are some massive forces at work here. 

20.7. The most alarming matter about the above, is that it undermines the very essence of 
democracy and actually sends the message to the likes of HSBC that if they play dirty and 
get caught(as rarely as that will happen),they will always be able to buy their way out,for 
them,`on the cheap'. 

21. ,4 potential Deferred Prosecution Agreement-applied ~o the Case 

21.1. The V1lhistleblower dnes not know if the SEC has handed the Case information to 
DOJ who are now in the process of negotiating a DPA with investment bank D,legal counsel 
E and the other Alleged Offenders, but in the opinion of the Whistleblower,if a such route 
is being pursued,the DOJ/SEC must make sure that the Alleged Offenders is taught a proper 
lesson and faces serious consequences.The Alleged Offenders should be obliged to fully 
restitute the A minority victims plus interest which today stands at an estimated $2.3 
billion, plus steep SEC penalties to the general fund of the US Treasury etc. as otherwise 
investment bank D will not take their alleged crimes seriously enough to better themselves 
going forward,as it will be viewed just like another `speeding ticket' which they can 'live 
with'. The Alleged Offenders shall also be made to officially apologise for their actions, as a 
deterrent to others. 

21.2. Perhaps it makes sense for the SEC to pursue the Case in a differentjurisdiction, by 
for example assisting the Serious Fraud Office in England (the "SFO")to pursue the matter, 
where most of the alleged offences may have occurred {although a substantial part took 
place out of New York). Again, a such ̀ choice' is entirely out of the hands of the 
Whistleblower and should again not be used to circumnavigate the Whistleblower's 
entitlement to rewards,as that +mould severely undermine the credibility ofthe 
Whistleblower Program,especially if the SEC Chairman influences such decisions despite 
the degree of conflicts of interest at hand. 

22. What is the Alleged Rationale for Implementing the Reduced Award? 

22.1. The purpose of adopting the Reduced Award is simply to introduce an `award 
model' which would allow a simple majority ofthe SEC Commissioners{3 out of5 as is now 
the case)a ̀ capricious discretion' to subjectively interpret the law pertaining to the DFA 
differently, by limiting awards significantly for larger recoveries($100m+)sa that such 



  

 
 

awards according to the SEC Chairman do "notexceed an amountthat is reasonably 
necessary to reward the whistleblower"as 

22.2. The Reduced Award is further according to the SEC Chairman "intended to make 
sure that the Commission is a responsible steward ofthe public trust"46.This is rhetoric in its 
purestform,since it is obvious that it the SEC truly acted as a "responsible steward ofthe 
public trust",they would not undermine the Whistleblower Program in this conspicuous 
way in order to protect the likes of Mr.G, Mr. H, D, E and the other Alleged Offenders. 

22.3. To further `justify' the rhetoric behind the adoption of the Reduced Award,the SEC 
Chairman states that the difference in between the Current Award and the Reduced Award, 
i.e. some kind of'clever saving',could be used more "efficiently" by the US Treasury for 
"similarly important public purposes"(see further below). 

23. 1~/as the decision to movefonuard with the Reduced Award unanimous among the SEC 
Commissioners? 

23.1. As referred to above,following the SEC press release it was reported that the "SEC 
voted 3-2 Thursday to propose a limit limiting whistleblower payouts" and that the two who 
voted against the Reduced Award were Democrats, namely Kara Stein and Robert Jackson, 
which means that the two Republicans, Nester Peirce and Michael Piwowar,alongside the 
SEC Chairman,acting as politically "independent", voted far the Reduced Rward47. 

23.2. It wasfurther stated that the key reason for the Democrat Robert Jackson to vote 
against the Reduced Award was that it would add uncertainties so that"would-be 
whistle6lowers will stay quiet" whilst the Democrat Kara Stein "added atthe hearing that 
she is notsure the SEC has the authority to cap awards under the Dodd-Frank Reform Actof 
2010 thatsetup the payments"48. 

23.3. It is thus evident that certain SEC Commissioners are pushing hard for having the 
Reduced Award ratified whilst other Commissioners are strongly opposed to it and that the 
SEC Chairman,casting the decisive vote, is the one ultimately enabling the process to 
consider its implementation. 

23.4. From the above,one could thus get the impression that there is a political divide at 
the top ofthe SEC which is concerning given its requirementfor being non-partial with the 
#ocus of defending the interests of vulnerable Main Street Investors. 

23.5. Given the inherent complexities and in order to put all Commissioner's expressed 
opinions in their right context, below follows a briefsummary of the various Public 
Statements issued by the five SEC Commissioners in relation to the Reduced Award with 
commentsfrom the Whistleblower underneath, namely;(1)Chairman Jay Clayton -
"Independenf",(2) Michael Piwowar -Republican(3) Hester Peirce -Republican,(4) Kara 
Stein -Democrat and (5)Robert Jackson -Democrat. 

'S https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2018/07/28/proposed-amendments-to-whistleblower-rules) 
°b hops://wwwsec.~ovJnewsJpress-release/2018-120 
'̂http5~/Luww.market4vatch.com/story/sec-proposes-to-limit-whistleblower-awards-2018-06-28 

^8 hops:j/www.marketwatch.com/storyjsec-proposes-to-limit-whistleblower-awards-2018-06-28 
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24. Public Statement by the "independent"SEC Chairman ofthe Commissioners Jay Clayton 

24.1. Mr. Clayton has asked the question whether under the current interpretation of the 
award rules, it received "specific, timely, and credible high-quality tips that would lead to 
successful enforcement actions". To #his question he responds with a "resounding ~~)/e5."". 

24.1.1. So if that is the case, why start to `fiddle' with something that apparently 
already works perfectly well? The answer to this would probably be 'because it 
can work even better', which I disagree with for the reasons explained within 
the scope of this letter. 

24.1.2. The fact that I have come forward with the Case illustrates that the 
Whistleblower Program works under the Current Award Rules. 

24.1.3. The fact that I am now,in light ofthe proposed Reduced Award,hesitant to 
come forward with my second case {see further below)illustrates that the 
Proposed Award Rule is weakening the Whistleblower Program. 

24.2. Mr. Clayton alleges that each "ofthe proposed amendments is important to achieve" 
the objective of making the Whistleblower Program "more effective". 

24.2.1. Et is unclear how the introduction of the Reduced Award would make the 
program more "effective"and the Whistleblower disagree with this assessment 
for the reasons explained in this letter, as it will make the program ineffective as 
larger whistleblower cases will likely remain concealed as such whistleblowers 
will chose to either stay quiet or `partner' with offenders instead, with all that 
entails. 

24.2,2. It appears as if the SEC Chairman wants to vote through a `package'and within 
it hide the fact that the Reduced Award will weaken the Whistleblower 
Program, i.e. ̀ you cannot have one without the other', which is clearly not the 
case. 

24.3. Mr. Clayton alleges that the introduction of the Reduced Award would provide 
"greaterflexibility to get more money into the hands of worthy whistleblawers". 

24.3.1. This is again clearly pure rhetoric, worthy according to who? Are there 
ùnworthy' whistleblowers according to the SEC Chairman and if so, who are 

they and why is that? 

24.3.2. Are whistleblowers of larger cases like me `unworthy' because we dare to 
expose wrongdoing of Big Businesses, on which he himself has built his fortune 
as an M&A lawyer advising the likes of D? 

24.3.3. What about implications related to evident situations of conflicts of interest 
among fihe individual SEC Commissioners in determining awards subjectively? 

24.4. Mr. Clayton alleges that the introduction of the Reduced Award would "make sure 
that we are responsible stewards ofthe public truss". 
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24.4.1. Who are "we",two Republicans plus the "independent"'Big Business friendly' 

Chairman tipping the balance in favour, against the two strongly opposed 
Democrats of the Commission? 

24.4.2. Shall politics dictate which whistleblowers are `worthy'from time to time 
according to the mix ofthe five SEC Commissioners? 

24.4.3, What about the implication that a President exceedingly `friendly' to Big 

Business and exceedingly `unfriendly' to whistleblowers who may expose them 

may indirectly supportfraud by appointing Commissioners who are willing to 

undermine the Whistleblower Program? 

24.4.4. Shall a ̀ tactical' potential whistleblower wait to blow the whistle, hoping that a 

'more compensation friendly' group ofSEC Commissioners takes majority 

control over the Commission and if so, how will that make the program more 

"effective" according to the SEC Chairman? 

24.4.5. Is it according to the SEC Chairman reasonable that politics shall be allowed to 

ultimately dictate the behaviour of the SEC Commission in rewarding 

whistleblowers whilst it is totally clear that the SEC should be non-partial and 

act with total integrity? 

24,5. Mr. Clayton alleges that it is "appropriatefor the Commission to have discretion to 
consider the size ofthe payout". 

24.5.1. Why is a such "discretion""appropriate" given that they already have a such 

discretion through the Discretionary Uplift in the DPA; is it in order to 

discourage large case whistleblowers like me from coming forward and thereby 

protect Big Businesses at the expense of Main Street Investors through ̀ back-
door-deals', or punish those whistleblowers who are 'attacking'the `friends and 

associates'{including former clients)of certain SEC Commissioners,from time 

to time? 

24.6. Mr. Clayton further states that"we"(i.e. the 2 Republicans and the SEC Chairman) 

are "proposing a rule that would allow us the ability to determine whether a truly large 

award was reasonably necessary to advance the program's goals, or whethersome 

reduction ofthe award amountis appropriate". 

24.5.1. This statement erratically suggests that certain SEC Commissioners are in 

possession ofsome kind of`magical ball' which in hindsight will make a simple 

majority ofthem ̀ equipped'to determine what would have been "reasonably 

necessary"for making the whistleblower in question to come forward in the 

first place. This `capability' must be better explained by the SEC Chairman, how 

does it work? 

24.6,2. Isn't it true that the only thing a such approach would achieve is to create 

uncertainty which will undermine the Whistleblower Program as it cannot be 

ruled out that that is the true clandestine purpose of the Reduced Award being 

furnished? 
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24.7. Mr. Clayton alleges that the proposed $30m or 'perhaps'10%"has been set to
ensure that we are notin any practical wpy reducing the incentive to blow the whistle". 

24.7.1. Really? Who came up with these `magical numbers'and what concrete
evidence is there to actually support what is alleged? 

24.7.2. How about the flip-side ofthe coin; inviting serious offenders to outbid the SEC
far sensitive information at a minimum of90%+discount,even before
associated claims and potential SEC penal't+es, but perhaps more importantly,
before reputational damages? 

24.8. Mr. Clayton further refers to the "retaliation protection"49 as"a key componentof
the whistleblower prograrri" and states that the SEC"wiN bring charges againstcompanies
orindiv+duals who violate the anti-retaliation protections when appropriate". 

24.8.1. What about the apparent risk that certain SEC Commissioners wants to retaliate
against whistleblowers who has blown the whistle on 'friends and associates'
(former clients or colleagues)ofsuch Commissioners by improperly lowering
award amounts in such large cases? 

24.9. Within his statement, Mr. Clayton further provides'support'for the reduced and
subjectively determined award by referring to the Investor Protection Fund,stating that by
l̀aw"the SEC Commissioners are "required to divert money to replenish thefund. That
money otherw+se would go to the United States Treasury, where it could be usedfor other
similarly important public purposes. It is therefore importantfor us to make sure that the
money in thefund is used efficiently". 

24.9.1. Is the Chairman insinuating that the Whistleblower Program is inefficient and
not important in its own right and ought to financially support other "important
public purposes" at the expense of whistleblawers who exposes fraud
committed by Big Businesses? 

24.9.2. "That money" appears to refer to the spread in between award payments under
the Current Award Rules(a minimum of10% and a maximum of30%)and the
highly reduced amount($30m or `perhaps'10%)to be paid outifthe Proposed
Award Rules were to be adopted subject to the SEC Chairman in hindsight
deeming the information "reasonably necessary"for the whistleblower coming
fiorward in the first place; i.e. some kind of`clever saving'for the US Treasury
according to the judgement ofthe SEC Chairman? 

24.9.3. Is the SEC Chairman in this context trying to portray himself as a 'good citizen'
looking after the financial interests ofthe US Treasury and therefore the general
public by `appropriating excessive amounts'from 'greedy' large case
whistleblowers? Sudr rhetoric could as well have been written by investment
bank D,legal counsel E or Sullivan &Cromwell for that matter, who a!I by their
very nature despise whistleblowers causing them andJor their lucrative client's
headaches. 

24.9.4. It is difficult for a whistleblower to understand how this would be relevantfor
i mplementing the Reduced Award given that in a `scenario A'(like the Case)the 

-09 The protection of whistleblowers against repercussions from their employer in light of blowing the whistle. 
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whistleblower under the Current Award Rule actually blow the whistle and the
SEC successfully pursues the case and recovers 100% out of which 10-30% is
paid to the whistleblower, whilst in a `scenario B'dike in my second case)the
whistleblower under the Proposed Award Rule does not blow the whistle and
#herefore the SEC is not successful in pursuing the potential case and therefore
recovers0% out of which nothing is paid to the potential whistleblower, who
decided to stay quiet or instead cooperate with the offenders. Can the SEC
Chairman please explain his logic? 

24.9.5. In 'scenario B', which the SEC Chairman appear to be in favour of,the offenders
may,as already explained above,continue to rip off Main Street Investors; can
the SEC Chairman comment please as to how `scenario B' is the preferred
option in the context that the"money in thefund is used efficiently" under the
Proposed Award Rule? 

24.9.6. Roes the SEC Chairman have any credible evidence to prove that
whistleblowers for large cases would not stay quiet or not `partner' with
offenders behind the scenes if the Proposed Award Rule was to be
i mplemented,or is it based on pure speculation and wishful thinking on his
behalf? 

24.10. Mr. Clayton is allegedly politically "independent" and is clearly a strong supporter of
the Reduced Award as described above, as he appears convinced that it will "help
strengthen"the Whistleblower Program,a view that needs to be much better understood
by Main Street Investors, in order to win the support ofthe general public. 

24.11. In the opinion of the Whistleblower,the above described likely consequences of the
potential introduction of the Reduced Award ought to have been pretty obvious to the SEC
Chairman who is a highly skilled M&A lawyer by profession, who despite this seems to be of
the opinion that it will "held strengthen" the whistiebiower program when in fact the
opposite seems obvious for any third-party, truly arm's length observer, which makes one
wonder what ulterior motives lies behind the introduction ofthe Reduced Award. 

25. Public Statement by Republican Commissioner Piwovuar 

25.1. Mr. Piwowar refers to that he and his colleagues at the Commission are now "armed
with the wisdom ofobservation and experience" and that they therefore are in a position to
"propose thoughtfulimprovements to our rules that held advance the Commission's
essential work"and that the "lastseven years have given us a great deal ofexperience with
the operation ofour whistleblower rules". 

25.1.1. If the Commissioners are as full of"wisdom"and "experience" as alleged, why is
it that they have launched this public inquiry into the Whistleblower Program
without even offering whistleblawers like myself, who are the direct target of
the Reduced Award and who's identifies the Whistleblower Program has an
obligation to protect,to be able to supply transparent feedback on the
proposed amendments without being forced to expose our identities and cases
in this way? 

25.1.2. Perhaps it would have been more beneficial to the Whistleblower Program to
get into the mindset of the large whistleblowers instead of effectively excluding 
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them from the process and allege that the SEC Commissioners are'so 
experienced'that they know better what makes such whistleblowers step 
forward? 

25.2. Mr.Piwowar also, like the SEC Chairman, praises the success of the Whistleblower 
Program to date by concluding that whistleblowers "provided the Commission with valuable 
information and often e~ensive assistance thatenabled us to bring successfulenforcement 
actions in cases that we mightnot have uncovered on our own". 

25.2.1. Same comment as above,why start to 'fiddle' with something that apparently 
already works perfectly well? 

25.3. Mr. Piwowar concludes that he is "happy to support" the Reduced Award and that 
he has"no questions". 

25.3.1. Does this mean that Mr.Piwowar has already fully understood what is 
explained within the scope of this letter and the extended implication it may 
have on the Whistleblower Program? 

25.3.2. Will Mr.Piwowar(and the other Commissioners)keep an open mind pending 
the pubic enquiry and take a fresh view and self critically question their initial 
views thereafter in light ofthe increased learning curve, before making their 
minds up,or is the public enquiryjust a `farce' to silence those in opposition to 
the Reduced Award,which shall be implemented irrespectively? 

25,4. The process to date regarding the 'consideration'ofthe Reduced Award strongly 
reminds of how the Reduced Ratio was portrayed as being `independently'derived at when 
it was not, as the Value Transfer was already `a given'at the very outset, irrespective ofthe 
arguments broughtforward by the A minority shareholders; i.e. the process which lead up 
to the $1 billion transfer was also like a farce. In other words, I fear that I {and a!I others 
who are critical) am addressing certain Commissioners with 'deaf ears'. 

26. Public Statement by Republican Commissioner Peirce 

26.1. Mrs. Peirce starts by expressing gratitude for the "responsiveness to my questions, 
comments,and edits". 

26.1.1. Does this mean fihat the SEC Commissioners themselves have been personally 
involved in drafting the Reduced Award (see further below)? 

26.2. Mrs. Peirce further states that"what works and whatcan be improved" needs to be 
assessed from time to time. 

26.2.1. Does Mrs. Peirce then take into account the apparent risks associated with 
f̀iddling' with the award side for Big Businesses ofthe Whistteblower Program, 
which may undermine what actually is acknowledged by all Commissioners to 
already work perfectly well? 

26,3. Mrs. Peirce goes on to state that she wants the Commission to get"most"bangfor 
its buck"through its UVhistleblowerProgram", 



 

26.3.1. How does Mrs. Peirce measure the risk of getting no bang at all combined with 
the consequences of potential whistleblowers siding with Big Business 
offenders who are enabled to continue to commitfraud by abusing the 
Securities Law to the very detriment of the defenceless Main Street Investors 
the SEC is appointed to protect? 

26.3.2. Again,the fact that i have come forward with the Case illustrates that it works 
under the Current Award Rule and that in light ofthe proposed Reduced Award, 
i am now hesitant to come forward with my second case(see further below}, 
which illustrates that the Proposed Award Rule is undermining the entire 
purpose of the Whistleblower Program,can Mrs. Peirce please explain her 
rationale? 

26.4. Mrs. Peirce empathizes the importance ofthe SEC "appropriately rewarding people" 
who bring important information to their attention and that "these amendments provide 
the Commission with greaterflexibility—within the range ofdiscretion that Congress 
provided us—to ensure that our payouts are appropriate". 

26.4.1, Mrs. Peirce must specify more precisely where Congress has made the provision 
to limit awards to $30m or `perhaps'10% in large cases and allow the 
introduction of the capricious discretion the Reduced Award entails, as if it is 
such an obvious `clear cut' as alleged by Mrs. Peirce that the Commissioners 
already have this'discretion', why on earth have you furnished the proposal of 
the Reduced Award? 

26.4.2. Further, if the introduction of the Reduced Award is as `clear cut' as alleged by 
Mrs. Peirce, has the SEC sourced any truly independent legal opinions to 
support such a view to confirm this, and if so, why have such opinions not been 
made publicly available fior the scrutiny of the general public you are supposed 
to serve? 

26.5. Mrs. Peirce is further concerned that the current rules are "overcompensating 
whistleblowers". 

26.5.1. Really? If I had not brought the Case to the attention of the Whistieblower 
Program there would most certainly be zero in recovery and the potential fraud 
would most likely still be ongoing; Mrs. Peirce needs to explain how I as a 
whistleblower can be'overcompensated' in that context? 

265.2. The key value whistieblowers bring to the table is evidently not the financial 
recovery itself, irrespective of the amount,as the Whistleblower Program is 
most importantly about preventingfuture breaches ofthe Securities Law to 
make sure Main Street Investors are not also harmed going forward.So, in 
isolation, how does Mrs. Peirce value that fiuture prevention offraud I as a 
1lUhistleblower have potentially created in the context of limiting my potential 
award as proposed to $30m? 

26,5.3. Take for example Mr. Birkenfeid who blew the whistle on systematic tax 
evasion by American citizens at a Swiss bank,through which DOJ reached a DPA 
with UBS resulting in a "US$780 million fine and the release ofpreviously 
privileged information on American tax evaders". What does Mrs. Peirce believe 
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has created the most value for the US taxpayer;the $780m Recovery minus the
whistleblower award or the fact that ail other major banks subsequently `came
clean' and that this has now prevented such tax evasion for the decades and
centuries to come?so 

26.6. Mrs. Peirce also,like Mr. Piuvowar, refers to the Commissioners "extensive
experience administering the Whistleblower Program",suggesting that they are indeed
capable of understanding ail the consequences of implementing the Reduced Award to the
benefit for the Whistleblower Program and the US Treasury. 

26.6.1. !f the SEC Commissioners were as `experienced'as some ofthem allege,they
would at least have covered all the points I have broughtforward in this letter
in their public statements ar in the proposed amendment,which is clearly not
the case. in this context the public enquiry is very important,so who among the
SEC Commissioners insisted on having this public enquiry,the Chairman? Were
any ofthe Commissioners ever opposed to having this public enquiry? 

26.6.2. As briefly stated above,the SEC Commissioners should at least have had the
insight to ask the Whistleblower Program to set up a separate `non-public'
secure line of enquiry, protecting the identities of whistleblowers like me and
potential ongoing investigations like the Case,aimed at extracting as much
relevant information as possible in the context of the proposed amendment
from the very whistleblowers who enables the Whistleblower Program and are
the target of the Reduced Award; is Mrs. Peirce of the opinion that the
Commissioners are `enough experienced'to simply ignore the opinions ofsuch
whistleblowers? 

26,6.3. Nave the SEC Commissioners retained truly independent third-party experts to
provide opinions regarding the potentialimplications of adopting the Reduced
Award and if so why are they not supplied in the public enquiry,or do they
believe that they are sufficiently `experienced'to judge all the implications
themselves? 

26.7. Mrs. Peirce wishes her Republican colleague Piwowar,who is leaving the
Commission, all well in his "nextjob",stating that Mr.Piwowar has"begun tofancy himself
somewhatofa lawyer". 

26J.1. This again raises the potential issue of conflict of interest, as it seems as if one
of the SEC Commissioners enabling the implementation ofthe Reduced Award
may start to work for the likes of E or Sullivan &Cromwell,i.e. Big Businesses
which are clearly favoured by the implementation of the Reduced Award,given
that wh stlebiowers will be less incentivized to expose them and their lucrative
clients like investment bank D to SEC fines going forward (see further below),
could Mrs. Peirce please elaborate on this delicate issue? 

26J.2. it is difficult for a vuhistleblower to understand the relevance and context of this
comment in relation to the Reduced Award itself, perhaps Mrs. Peirce can also
expla+n why she has brought this up in such an important enquiry? 

so One would have hoped that Mrs.Peirce recognizes that Mr. Birkenfeld obviously may have saved the U5 Treasury 10's of billions of
dollars over time,over and above the $7&0 million penalty. 
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26.8. Mrs. Peirce further refers to her Republican colleague Piwowar and states that in a
couple of instances,the courts have sided with Piwowar"when he has taken a different
view ofthe law than Comm+ssion lawyers". 

26.8.1. Who are the "Commission lawyers"?Are they 100% in-house or for example
representatives of E or Sullivan &Cromwell,or former such employees and if so
what agenda are they likely trying to implement as far as succeeding in
i mplementing the Reduced Award,disincentivizing whistleblowers to expose
their Big Business clients and themselves potentially committing fraud? 

26,9. Mrs. Peirce is also "happy to support" the Reduced Award and has"no questions". 

26.9,1. Does this mean that Mrs. Peirce,just like Mr. Piwowar,has already fully
understood what is explained within the scope of this letter and all the
i mplication it may have on the Whistleblower Program? 

26.9.2. Wilt Mrs. Peirce also keep an open mind pending the public enquiry and take a
fresh view and self critically question her views thereafter in light ofthe
(hopefully)increased learning curve, before making her mind up,or is the public
enquiry just a `farce'to silent those in opposition to the Reduced Award which
shall be implemented irrespectively to satisfy the interests of Big Businesses
and their suppliers? 

27. Public Statement by Democrat Commissioner Stein 

27.1, Mrs. Stein fears that the Reduced Award "could threaten the Program's ongoing
success" given that the Commission "in its so/e discretion" can(by simple majority)reduce
an award if it ̀ thinks'the award is "tao large" and that this "subjective determination"
would undermine the whistleblower program. 

27.1.1. I agree with this assessment in accordance with this letter. 

27.2, Mrs. Stein is further "deeply troubled ti~at the proposal would give the Commission
authority to departfrom its normal analysisfor determining the amountofan award in
certain circumstances" meaning that"this subjective determination will be used as a means
to weaken the Whistleblower Program". 

27.2.1. I agree with this assessment in accordance with this letter. 

27.3, Mrs. Stein further states that there is "no evidence that there is a problem" with the
current interpretations ofthe rules, yet the subjective "proposalstates this change is
needed to ensure that whistle lower awards do not"exceed an amountthatis appropriate
to achieve the goals and interests ofthe program."". 

27.3.1. I agree with this assessment in accordance with this letter, the wording of the
Reduced Award is rhetorical at best. 

27.4. Mrs.Stein further states that she is not sure that the Commissioners"actually have
the authority to take today's proposed action", i.e. implementthe Reduced Award. 

27,4.1. Given that Mrs. Stein doubts that the SEC Commissioners have the authority to
implementthe Reduced Award,how can Clayton, Piwowar and Peirce be so 
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sure that they do have such an authority, and what hard facts are there to
support such a position Mr. Chairman? 

27.5. Mrs.Stein further' refers to a "legal+stic nonsense" in light of the alleged reason for
i mplementing the Reduced Award and that it "appearsinconsistent with the explicit
instructions we receivedfrom Congress" and that the introduction ofthe Reduced Award
constitutes a "departurefrom the law",and on that basis Mrs.Stein rejects the adoption of
the Redueed Award. 

27.5.1. Given that Mrs. Stein believe that the implementation ofthe Reduced Award
would be a "departurefrom the law", how can Clayton, Piwowar and Peirce be
so sure that they are acting within the law when limiting awards arbitrarily by
i mplementing the Reduced Award? 

27.5.2. The U.S. Supreme Court held unanimously that the Commission "had exceeded
its authority" in relation to Digital Rea(ty Trust, Inc. v.Somers,i.e. there is an
evident risk that the Commission by implementing the Reduced Award would
again exceed its authoritysl,what is the Chairman's view on this please? 

27,5,3. Are there any truly independent third-party legal opinions available regarding a
potential introduction of the Reduced Award to support the views of Clayton,
Piwowar and Peirce and if not, why has that not been requested and supplied to
the public inquiry,given the significant underlying complexities? 

27.6. Interestingly, Mrs.Stein also asks the question;"So why da we have today's proposal
before the Commission to limit the size of whist(eblower awards?". 

27.6.1. From the perspective of Main Street Investors, who's interests the SEC through
the Whistleblower Program is supposed to ultimately protect, it is dearly rather
worrying that one ofi the key decision makers in relation to the Reduced Award
who is a `pure insider' in this context does not even herself understand the
rationale behind the proposal being furnished, which again suggests ulterior
motives. What is the SEC Chairman's view on this please? 

2$. Public Statement by Democrat Commissioner Jackson 

28,1. Mr.lackson "respectfully dissent" the proposed Reduced Award as he firmly believes
that "uncertainty and politics" has nothing to do with whistleblowing and that the Reduced
Award introduces both those elements into the equation and that it "risks harming
investors" as it will undermine the Whistleblower Program. 

28.1.1. I agree with this assessment in accordance with this letter. 

28.2. In relation to exposing wrongdoers, Mr.Jackson states that when whistleblowers
"take these risksfor the benefit ofall investors, whatthey needfrom us +s certainty" and
that awards"must be significant and clear" as adding "uncertainty to thatprocess risks that
would-be whistleblowers will stay quiet". 

28.2.1. I completely agree in accordance with this letter, alternatively will large case
whistleblowers cut `back-door-deals' with offenders as explained,whereby the 

sihttps://corpgov.law.harvard.ed~2018 07~2~proposed-amendments-Co-whistleblower-rules 
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abuse will continue behind the scenes in an even more refined manner,which
ought to be of grave concern to the SEC Chairman who is allegedly keen to be a
"responsible steward ofthe public trust"Sz? 

28,3. Mr.lackson states further that he is very concerned that the Reduced Award
"injects" "political uncertainty" into the "whistleblower process" and "decreases
whistleblawers'incentives to comeforward"and that the "size oftheir awardsshould not
depend an wha occupies the Membership ofthis Commiss+on". 

28.3.1. I agree in accordance with this letter. 

28.4. Mr.Jackson states further that once "federal appointees have arrogated more
power to themselves, they are unlikely to g+ve it up",suggesting that the Reduced Award
may be irreversible if adopted, i.e. that the Whistleblower Program may be permanently
damaged and undermined to expose fraud related to Big Businesses due to the
i mplementation ofthe Reduced Award.What is the SEC Chairman's mews on this significant
risk please? 

29. The Whistleblower's Concluding Commentsto the Public Statements by the SEC
Commissioners 

29.1. In summary,by drastically cutting the awards for larger Recoveries through the
Reduced Award,significant cases of breaches of the Securities Law and fraud will likely end
up being `settled behind the scenes' in between large case whistleblowers and the
offenders instead of reaching the SEC far investigation via the Whistleblower Program,and
therefore in turn will such fraudulent activities be even more concealed going forward and
continue to harm Main Street Investors in an even more refined manner,whilst
simultaneously the likes of E and Sullivan &Cromwell may carryon providing enriching
services to their lucrative clients like D,`protected'and well concealed under the attorney-
c4ient-privilege. 

29.2. Given the urgent need for full transparency in light of the obvious controversy
surrounding the proposed Reduced Award,the SEC Chairman ought to answer all the
related questions contained within this letter in detail in writing so that Main Street
I nvestors who's interests he and the other SEC Commissioners are ultimately appointed to
protect can judge themselves the credibility of the true motive for furnishing the Reduced
Award and to what extent it would "help strengthen"the Whistlebiower Program,as
alleged by the SEC Chairman and 40% ofthe SEC Commissioners,or underrraine it, as alleged
by the Whistleblower and 40% ofthe SEC Commissioners. 

29.3. The burden of proofdoes not rest with anyone else but the SEC Chairman who
wants to make a significant and risky change to something that according to himself already
works perfectly well. After atl, it is primarily the Main Street Investors(in the+r capacities as
tax payers)who are ultimately remunerating the SEC Commissioners and they obviously
have an absolute right to know and understand the true rationale for proposing to
implement such intervening changes as the drastically Reduced Award suggests and
thereby significantly discourage whistleblowing in relation to Big Businesses as described
above. 

5z hops://www.sec. ov news/press-release/2018-120 
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30. 1'he Palitica) Divide among the Commissioners ofthe SEC 

30.1. The Whistleblower does not know who initially came up with the idea of developing
the Reduced Award in the first place but if it wassomeone with a political agenda who
p̀ulled strings' with the ultimate aim to `protect' Big Businesses and their dependent

lawyers,that is a very ser+ous matter as the independence and integrity of the SEC must
never be compromised. 

30.2. All five SEC Commissioners have been appointed' by President Trump and Mr.
Clayton was nominated to chair the SEC on 201anuary 2017 and sworn in on 4 May 201753 

3Q.3. There has over time been a considerable presence at the White House of 

~ ~ r 

b,although I have personally no
detailed knowledge of President Trump's pre-White House activities and business practices
with Mr. H. 

30.5. It is further believed that Mr.P of investment bank D and Mr. H are well connected
after his days at .CNBC reported for example on 

30.6. In other words,the Reduced Award suggests that there is a strop political will to
protect the interests of Big Businesses as well as high ranking individuals like Mr. H from
exposure from whistleblowers, which clearly must not be allowed to interfere with the
independence ofthe SEC. Politics can never be allowed to undermine the trust and integrity
of the SEC in order to protect Big Businesses at the expense of Main Street Investors. 

3Q.7. 1Nhen it comes to rules and regulations, the same principles simply must apply to all,
as otherwise society is not, by definition, a democracy. 

31. The Eteduced,ward creates Douhie Standards - Protecfiing Big Businesses atthe expense of
Main Street Investors 

31.1. Given the above implications, it is inevitable that the effect of implementing the
Reduced Award would create double standards, i.e. one set of rules for `small fry'and
another fior'big fish'. If this is the reason why the Reduced Award has come to the table,to
undermine the exposure ofthe `big fish', it must be blacked. 

s3 https://www.sec.gov/biographyJjay-Clayton 
5~ http:/
ss It appears as if it is not the first time Mr.H and his organisation is involved in enriching themselves at the expense of others who have
entrusted them with fiduciary duties as the SEC made with US$ in

which in itself resulted in a penalty to the general fund of the United States Treasury: 
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31.2 

were charged with insider trading by the DOJ 
having pocketed a total of$ min i!i-gotten gains, risking each up to 25 years in prison and
a multimillion dollar tine if convicted on the criminal charges58. It is difficult for a layman to
see any significant difference in this case from what went on in relation to the Case,as the
$1 billion was `appropriated' as described above,i.e. the Case is a times more
serious in monetary terms, yet no one ofthe Alleged Offenders have as far as the
UVhistteblower knowsfaced any such harsh justice as yet, which again suggests that double
standards are systematically being implemented by the SEC,as ultimately guided by its
perceived ̀ Big Business friendly' Chairman. 

31,3. If it is politicians making up the establishment(from time to time)who ultimately
will `influence' which cases `ought to'end up with the Whistleblower Program or not as
they try to `protect'their own economic interests or friends in 'high places' it will in the end
be the likes of the International Consortium ofInvestigative Journalists(who are truly
serving the people by questioning the establishment and therefore the interests of the
Main Street Investors) scrutinizing significant cases of breaches against the Securities Law,
rather than the SEC,who will end up focusing on, relatively speaking,'petty crime'
violations, as potential whistleblowers for larger cases will likely side with the offenders
instead or stay quiet if the Reduced Award were to be introduced. 

31.4. The Reduced Award thus undermines the trust in the system and therefore the
credibility ofthe Whistleblower Program,which is the single most importantfactor when
encouraging whistleblowers to come forward. If(some of)the SEC Commissioners are
prepared to alter one of the key pillars ofthe Whistleblower Program (the reward)
subjectively in the manner the Reduced Award suggest, why not alter others {like the righ#
to protection of anonymity)? 

31.5. In a way,that is exactly whatthe SEC Commissioners are already doing by
presenting the Reduced Award as at least I have now,through this public consultation,
been provoked/forced to step forward and defend the interests of other significant
whistleblowers and Main Street Investors against Big Businesses,exposing myself in this
context. 

31,6. As soon as the SEC Commissioners starts to `fiddle around' with the interpretation of
the fundamentals(award)of the DFA in this way,vuhistleblawers Iike me will also naturally
begin to ask ourselves when(not if) is the next arbitrary change coming and what negative
effects will that likely have on us acting as whistleblowers? It the award can be reduced in
this arbitrary way to $30m or `perhaps'10%,why would it not be brought down to say$5m
and 2%o in 3 years'time when my Case may potentially come up for an award decision at
the level of the SEC Commissioners? 

31.7. In other words, if it can be arbitrarily changed once, it can most certainly be changed
again and a deceptive section ire the Reduced Award suggests that such a ̀ liberty' has
already been catered for by 3 out ofthe 5SEC Commissioners;"we recognize thatfuture
experience in the years ahead could suggest thatsome adjustmentis appropriate"59. 

58 https:/ 
59 Page 21 in; https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/201$/07/20/2018-14411/whistleblower-program-rules footnote-113-p34715 
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31.8. How the SEC Commissioners relate to conflicts of interest may also cause alarming
double standards, i.e. one set of rules for the likes of"Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &Smith"
who recently ended up being fined $8.9 million as they failed to disclose a conflict of
interest(please see point 5.7 above),and one set ofinterpretation'for the likes of
investment bank D and the SEC Chairman,leading to a corrupt practice which erodes the
credibility ofthe SEC and ultimately undermines democracy,as the law will be applied
differently to various parties committing identical offences. 

32. T1~e Reduced Award cannot be implemented -the SEC Chairman is Conflicted 

32.1. The above circumstances evidently raise the issue of conflict ofinterest in relatian to
the Reduced Award since the Case {and perhaps many other cases) is aimed at the actions
of amongst other a former lucrative client ofthe SEC Chairman (investment bank D), i.e. the
SEC Chairman himself is inherently conflicted as he may be inclined to undermine the entire
Whistleblower Program by hindering whistleblowers like me to come forward by limiting
awards in relation to Big Businesses in order to in turn reduce the risk of exposing Sullivan &
Cromwell(the Chairman's law firm)for fines {like with legal counsel E in relation to the
Case)linked to such mal practice and naturally also their important clients(such as D). 

32.2. For the reasons explained above,the SEC Chairman is evidently conflicted in relation
to the Reduced Award and is consequently prevented to vote on the matter and
accordingly the Reduced Award cannot be adopted as it now stands, as it is 2{~ackson and
Stein) against2(Piwowar and Peirce)among the other SEC Commissioners - a draw
assuming the other Commissioners would 'stick to their guns'and not be also deemed
conflicted and thereby prevented to vote. 

32.3. The two Republicans, Piwowar and Peirce, who have voted for considering the
Reduced Award,now ought to carefully consider their views on the potential
implementation ofthe Reduced Award,given whatthey have learntfrom this letter and
other people raising concern regarding the underlying ulterior motives. 

33. Who has actually taken the initiative for promoting the Reduced Award? 

33.1. At the beginning of her Public Statement, Mrs.Stein thanks"the staffin the
Whistleblower's Office, the Office ofthe General Counsel, and the Division ofEconomic and
Risk Analysisfor their hard work on this proposal".So the question arises, who actually
came up with the idea to bring the Reduced Award to this junction in the first place? The
staff at the Whistleblower's Office? The staff at the Office ofthe General Counsel? The staff
at the Division of Economic and Risk Analysis,or was it directly/indirectly encouraged
through certain SEC Commis+oners on behalf of Big Businesses who do not want
whistieblowers to be too incentivized to btow the whistle atthem? 

33.2. In the opinion ofthe Whistleblower,the following additional questions {unless
already covered above)ought to be answered in writing by the SEC Chairman; 

33.2.1. On who's initiative was the Reduced Award launched and how did it
subsequently evolve to become the f+nal proposal now furnished far this public
enquiry? 

33.2.2. Which lawyers have been engaged in drafting the wording of the Reduced
Award, names,career history, input provided and who decided (or pushed for)
to retain them? 
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33.2.2.1. The SEC Commissioners may ask,"- Why would that be ofimportance?" 
The answer is pretty obvious for any person with integrity, namely if they 
are representatives of Big Businesses themselves,like E for example, who 
is now potentially the subject of the Case investigation by the SEC,such 
lawyers may be subjected to huge fines for their mal practice in relation 
to the Case(and other cases)and therefore are naturally keen to dis-
incentivize whistleblowers to come forward in order to reduce their risk 
ofexposure to such fines, i.e. they may be conflicted in undertaking work 
related to the Reduced Award already at the very outset as they by the 
very nature do not primarily have the best interests of Main Street 
Investors at heart, but that of Big Businesses,like themselves. 

33.2.2.2. Further, if one assumes that lawyers with a conflicting history have been 
i nvolved in drafting the Reduced Award,they may also serve or have 
served highly lucrative Big Business clients such as investment bank D, 
meaning that they are inclined to undermine the UVhistleblower Program 
in the same way by discouraging whistleblowers to come forward by 
limiting awards in order to reduce their client's risk of exposure to such 
fines, i.e. they may be further conflicted in undertaking work related to 
the Reduced Award in this regard. 

33.2.3. To what extent have the SEC Commissioners themselves been involved in the 
drafting of the Reduced Award? 

33.2.3.1. If they have, let's assume that one Commissioner had one strong opinion 
and another the opposite opinion, how was a such section finally worded 
in the Reduced Award, before being approved to be considered? 

33.2,4. Who else has drafted and guided the development ofthe text of the Reduced 
Award? 

33.2.4.1. Has President Trump himself been briefed and consulted on the Reduced 
Award,and if so, what were his views and how were they motivated and 
integrated in the t+nal product? 

33.2.4.2. It is known that the President has"asked the USSecurities and Exchange 
Commission to study"the periodical reporting within the finance 
industry60; has he also `asked'the SEC to `study' how to dis-ncentivize 
whistleblowing pertaining to Big Businesses {like investment bank D)and 
the likes of ~ :.. -- - - _ __.. _, ~;-'~~ ~ IVIr. H?6~ 

33.2.4.3. Or is the Reduced Award even a Presidential order? 

33.2.4.4. One would have thought that it is ultimately the Main Street Investors 
who elects the President and that no one ought to fight their corner 

(rather than the corner ofthe likes of Mr. H)harder than the President 
h mselfi, does the SEC Chairman agree? 

69 https://www.ft.com/content/c1d133aa-a211-11e8-85da-eeb7a9ce36e4 
61 The problem with abolishing quarterly reporting is that in M&A transactions, it will become even easier for malevolent majority 
shareholders like Mr.G and Mr. H to conceal the true performance of the'asseY being appropriated {like the minority shares in A in 
relation to the Case), asfalse'forward-looking statements' will be easier concealed. 
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33.2.4.5. Has Mr. H,who allegedly was one ofthem who stood to gain the most
from being assisted by legal counsel E and investment bank D to enable
the huge Value Transfer in relation to the Case been briefed and
consulted {directly and/or indirectly via the President or others)on the
proposed Reduced Award,and if so, what were his views and how were
they motivated and taken into account in the drafting, especially if Mr. H
were to be the subject of an ongoing SEC investigation into his alleged
conduct in relation to the Case? 

33.2.5. !n light of current matters surrounding the President,the attorney-general,Jeff
Sessions,who recused himselffrom su~ervisin~ the Mueller investigation due to
conflict o€interests or lack of impartiality, stated that while he is attorney
general "the actions ofthe Department ofJustice will not be improperly
influenced by political considerations"62. How does the SEC Chairman view Mr.
Sessionsjudgement to step aside in light of his conflicts of interest in this
context? 

33.2.6, The President may fire the attorney general, but he "does not possess the power
tofire the appointed Commissioners,a provision that was made to ensure the
independence ofthe SEC. This issue arose during the 2008presidential election
in connection with the ensuingfinancial crises"63.So, will the SEC Chairman,as
opposed to the attorney-general, allow the office of the SEC to be influenced. by
political considerations? 

33,2J. Have the SEC Commissioners engaged truly independent third-party experts to
provide truly arm's length opinions regarding the potential implications of
larger case whistleblowers notcomingforward or siding with offenders if
adopting the proposed significantly Reduced Award? 

33.2.7.1. If so,what conclusions did they draw and how well do they match with
the contents of this letter? 

33.2,7.2. If the SEC Commissioners did not retain such advice, why,given the
potentially huge ramifications by risking undermining the ability to
expose fraud pertaining to Big Businesses through the Whistleblovver
Program? 

33.2.8. Have the SEC Commissioners engaged truly independent third-party experts to
provide truly arm's length opinions regarding the legalimplications of adopting
the Reduced Award? 

33.2,8.1. If so,what conclusions did they arrive at? 

33,2.8.2. If the SEC Commissioners did not retain such advice, why,given the
potentially huge ramifications by undermining the ability to expose fraud
pertaining to Big Businesses through the Whistleblower Program? 

~2 nttps://www.ft.com/content/54b93202-a69b-l1e8-926a-7342feSe173f
53 hops:/Jen.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Securities_and_Exchange_Commission 



 

 

33,2.9. Why has certain SEC Commissioners launched this public inquiry into the
Reduced Award without inviting whistleblowers like the Whistleblower an
opportunity to participate withoufi forcing us to expose ourselves and our cases
i n this way? 

33.2.10. The SEC Chairman further ought to respond in detail to each and every one
argument putforward under the executive summary in paragraph 3above as to
why in his opinion the Whistleblower's concerns that the Reduced Award will
weaken the Whistleblower Program are irrelevant according to his assessment
and will in effect instead "help strengthen" it. 

34. Who actually are"we"in the context of fihe wording ofthe Reduce Award? 

34.1. The proposed amendment is undersigned by Brent Fields,Secretary to the
Commission,on behalf of the SEC Commissioners, i.e. it appears from the wording as if all
five SEC Commissioners are in support of the Reduced Award,which is clearly not the case
given the above. 

34.2, Throughout the Reduced Award and in relation to numerous subjective statements
and opinions therein, it is consistently referred to "we";so who are "we"in reality? As
examples, please see a few quotes below: 

..."we are proposing a new paragraph (dJ"..."we bel+eve that it is in the public
interest that we scrutinize"..."What paragraph(d)would do, as we explain
below"..."We believe that adopting paragraph (dJ to afford us a discretionary
mechanism to make such common-sense adjustments to extraordinarily large
awards"..."we believe it is reasonable and appropriate to consider the adjustments
that we make"..."1/t✓e think that this is particularly important"..."we do notintend
that it would be applied assuch"..."we would notlower any award that is subject to
a reduction"..."We believe that the $100 million collected-monetary-sanctions
threshold reflects the appropriate level"..."we think the potentialfor a w~istleblower
award to exceed the amount necessary"..."heightened scrutiny under the rule that
we are proposing"..."We similarly believe that the$30 millionfloor is
appropriate"..."We thus believe it is appropripte and reasonable to afford the agency
a mechanism"..."we recognize thatfuture experience in the years ahead could
suggestthatsome adjustmentis appropriate"..."we propose to establish a
mechanism 6y which the Commission may"..."we are mindful ofour own
responsibility to investors and the general public"..."We belieue thatin determining
whether a payoutexceeds whatis appropriate to achieve the program's
object+ves"..."we anticipate thatin those cases"..."we genera!!y anticipate"..."We
pre(iminarrly contemplate that"..."We would similarly expect that the Commission
could apply this rule if'..."We do not believe that the proposed rule conflicts
with"..."we believe it is appropriate to provide guidance"..."the rule that we are
proposing, we would typically expect"..."we would still consider"...and "Finally, we
caution that"... 

34.3. The entire `support'for the Reduced Award is thus built on subjective words and
highly relative expressions such as;"reasonably necessary","respansihle steward","in the
public interest","common-sense adjustments","reasonable and appropriate to consider",
"reflects the appropriate level","exceed the amountnecessary",and "to achieve the
program's objectives". 
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34.4. The above statements are dearly lacking any concrete evidence to support them,
expressed and supported by certain {3 out of5)Commissioners who are in favour of
i mplementing the Reduced Award giving the impression that all the Commissioners are in
agreement("we"). Yet it is known for sure that Commissioners Stein and Jackson are
strongly opposed, yet the Reduced Award misleadingly portrays it to the general public as if
it is the consensus, unanimous position of the SEC Commissioners,when clearly it is not64 

34.5. It is concerning to Main Street Investors and the Whistlebiower that the two SEC
Commissioners with a deviating opinion to the two Republicans and the Chairman appear
to have been refused to `make their voices heard' properly within the scope ofthe Reduced
Award (only through very brief separate public statements which may never be picked up
by relevant observers), which suggests some kind of abuse of power(oppression} in relation
to a highly important constitutional process. 

35. The Size ofthe Award 

35.1. Clearly, the risks taken on when becoming a whistleblower varies from case to case
and are inherently difficult to measure,due to their uncertain and stochastic nature.Some
whistieblowers take enormous risks, perhaps much greater risks than the Whistleblower. 

35.2. An award of$30m can at a first glance appear to be `more than enough'for
motivating any significant whistleblower to step forward, but that really depends on the
individual circumstances as no whistleblower situation is identical to another. 

35.3, The Reduced Award,aimed specifically at large case whistleblowers,seems to take
the dangerous and naive view that `let's lower the reward to an amount we think we can
getaway with' without properly recognizing the other side ofthe coin, namely that such
whistleblowers may stay quiet or `partner' with offenders which all that entails as described
above. 

35.4. Haw certain of the SEC Commissioners arrived at$30m or `perhaps'10%(depending
on the SEC Chairman's mood of the day it appears)as being the'magical numbers'{for now
at least) is a complete and utter riddle to the Whistleblower. Let's assume for the sake of
the argument that a potential whistleblower Iives in an apartment worth more than the
proposed $30m threshold {as 1 do)and has a net worth ofsay $300m,would such a
whistleblower voluntarily and necessarily step forward with sensitive information for a
potential $30rn reward? 

35.5. Would a such potential whistleblower `back-stab' his/hers valuable network for a
such amount,especially it he or she alternatively can approach the offenders and cut a
'friendly' deal with them directly and clean things up behind the scenes, allowing the

l ucrative abuse to continue? 

35.6. By the very nature, wealthy and influential individuals, who are the most likely to
expose fraud associated with Big Businesses,typically move around in similar circles which
means that the 'club' will ̀ stay shut'as far as whistleblowing is concerned,as tarfrom all
potential whistleblowers are'typica!employees'earning a `typical salary' with a ̀ typical 

6A In a way,the process above reminds about the false SEC filings in relation to the Case,where it was alleged that the decision toimplement the $1 billion Value Transfer was"unanimous",when it was not(see 4.15 above), but in that situation,the two who refused toparticipate in the decision, Mr. N and Mr.0,did not issue any public statements, but instead,to the contrary, kept qu+et and allowed
things to progress despite realizing that the Reduced Ratio was orchestrated, likely comforted by the belief that they had at least notactively participated an the alleged fraud. 
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career', which the Reduced Award naively seem to assume,as the SEC Chairman elaborates
on annuities etc. in the proposed amendment in relation to an award of$30m in order to
try to 'justify' the Reduced Award as the 'sufficient' amount to make all lines of
whistleblowers come forward. 

35.7. I dare to say that the biggest fraud cases are only understood by a very small and
wealthy group of individuals who would never ever even consider stepping forward as
whistleblowers.The SEC Commissioners must recognise that people who sit on really
sensitive information are often the ones who have made the most serious amounts of ill-
go#ten gains by breaching the Securities Law and they will likely never step forward,
irrespective ofthe size of the monetary incentive. 

35.8. But there are always the odd pieces of information filtering through from such
c̀losed groups'and it is such po#ential whistleblowers that could perhaps be'convinced'to

submit a tip which may open up a ̀ can of worms',from the offender's perspective.Such
people may perhaps know about the issue but therefore not necessarily understand why it
is fraudulent,and by subjectively limiting awards and interpretations of"original
information" etc. as the Chairman seems to be in flavour of, such people will choose not to
risk blowing the whistle. 

35.9. It is perhaps understandable that handing out huge amounts {in a spending context)
to whistleblowers may be a potential eyesore in the view of parts of the general public, but
even more so for Big Businesses and ultra-high net worth individuals like Mr.G being
potentially `caught out'and subjected to actually pay such huge fines, along the likes of Mr.
H,D,E and Sullivan &Cromwell.Such parties would most certainly agree with Mrs. Peirce
that the current rules are "overcompensating whistleblowers" as they naturally work
against their and their client's inherent interests, namely not to be exposed to huge fines
for their potential abuse. 

35.10. What needs to be properly explained by the SEC Commissioners,as the general
public will unlikely be able to recognise the underlying complexities any way,as opposed to
Big Businesses vvho are fully in the loop and are naturally lobbying as best they can for
i mplementing the Reduced Award, is that every whistleblower situation is dynamic and if
you can receive $1,586.4m by playing Powerball by picking a few numbers65,or accumulate
a net worth of$1,310m by being one of the best paid sports personality in the world66, 
there is nothing remarkable in a whistleblower making such amounts,given that
whistleblowing entails signi#icant personal risk and sacrifice and is actually creating huge
value(as opposed to a lottery)for the state financially but also, more importantly, prevents
#uture market abuse and therefore further harm to Main Street Investors. 

35.11. If I were to ever be blessed with such resources at my disposal I would primarily use
them to help other victims of corporate abuse where the SEC is out of the reach for
protection, i.e. a large proportion ofsuch funds would go back to the very same cause the
Whistlebfower Program set out to achieve, namely protect Main Street Investors from
abuse. 

35.12. The SEC Commissioners must ask themselves why should a whistleblower who
exposes individuals(or entities) who have perhaps made billions by systematically
breaching the Securities Law not be entitled to 10-30% of the recoveries which would most 

ss https://en.wikipedia.org/wild/l.otteryJackpot_records
66 https://www.therichest.com/top-lists/top-100-richest-athletes/ 
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certainly have remained concealed had the whistleblower not stepped forward and, more
i mportantly, prevent future such breaches of the Securities Law, protecting the interests of
Main Street Investors? 

35.13, What also needs to be properly understood by the SEC Commissioners is that
v✓histleblowers may have a whole pyramid of people beneath them who have assisted in
order to be able to become skilful whistlebiowers who must be `looked after' although the
potential award could be in the name of a single whistleblower, i.e. a whistleblower may
end up with far from all of an award. 

35.14. Further, it could be the case that a whistleblower has spent significant amounts on
various expert advice to develop and refine the know-how to the level shared with the
Whistieblouver Program, i.e. that a whistleblower may be significantly ̀ in the red' already
before stepping forward as a whistleblower, but without this valuable expertise there
would perhaps not be a dear-cut case for the SEC to pursue, i.e. this valuable expertise may
be transferred 'for free'to the SEC by the whistieblower in question. 

35.15. The SEC shall not be reluctant to pay out large awards -quite the contrary - it is part
ofthe marketing tool' and shall be used as an explicit deterrent as it shows that no one is
above the law and that the SEC will pursue offenders irrespective ofthe circumstances as
only then will the SEC through the Whistleblower Program achieve its true end-goal;
namely a finance industry which isself-regulated as no one `dares'to commitfraud given itshuge implications; it must be made clear to offenders that the downside risk is far greater
than the potential gain; only then will the industry come clean. The Reduced Award sends
the opposite message. 

36. Big Businesses - #heir intrinsic view on whistleblowing 

36.1. Big Businesses would typically view whistleblowing as a betrayal and a threat. This is
partly because such whistleblowing not rarely exposes part of their'secret and lucrative,
yet highly immoral business model', namely how to take advantage oftheir superior
position in order to unduly enrich themselves and their clients by defrauding others.
I nstead of cooperating with authorities and implementing azero-tolerance policy in the firstplace, cover-up is not an uncommon `solution'to manage such sensitive issues. 

36.1,1. Take Barclays, one of the SEC Chairman's former clients, as an example. After an
employee sent an anonymous letter to the board warning about an individual
but given that the individual in question was a "friend andformer colleague" of
the CEO,the CEO "tried to hunt down the author ofthe letters, using the bank's
internalsecurity unit"67. 

36.1.2. Take a recent lawsuit against another of the SEC Chairman's former clients,
Rollins v. Goldman Sachs. In this case a "former executive claims in a Jawsuit
that the bank retaliated against himfor blowing the whistle on itsfailure to
comply with anti-money-laundering policiesi68. Perhaps not too surprisingly,
Goldman Sachs denies any wrongdoing,as far example VW did for a very long
period oftime in relation to the so-called emission-scandalb9 and HSBC did in
relation to the money laundering activities ofthe Mexican Sinaloa Cartel70,but 

~~https://vaww.ihe~uardian.com/busyness/2018 apr/20/bardays-ceo-ies-Staley-facing-fine-over-whistleblower-incidentfi$ https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-08-09/goldman-Sachs-sued-by-ex-managing-director-over-whistle-blowing69 https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2018/jan/27/dirty-money-review-netflix-alex-gibney-vw7° https://www.marketwatch.com/story/netflix-documentary-re-examines-hsbcs-881-million-money-laundering-scandal-201$-Q2-21 



the fact remains that whistleblowers are typically viewed as enemies of Big
Businesses instead of a resource to reach excellence. 

36.2. The above illustrates precisely why the Reduced Award is so dangerous,as if
of#enders are prepared to take such actions, why would they not consider acquiring
sensitive information in order to conceal their ma! practice ahead of it reaching the office of
the Whistleblower with potentially huge implications for them? 

37. Whis~leblower's True Added Value 

37.1. As explained above,the real value whistleblowers bring to the table is obviously not
the amounts recovered irrespective of their size, but the consequences of exposing
wrongdoers and their hidden methodologies, i.e. that misconduct is to be stamped out and
not repeated in the future, protecting Main Street Investors. 

37.2. In other words,the true value-add from a whistleblower is the prevention of
offenders to be opportunist+c in committing the same fraud again against defenceless
shareholders, as they will (hopefully) be made aware of the very grave consequences of
their actions, assuming people like the Whistleblower really blow the whistle and the SEC
investigates and punishes accordingly, which the Reduced Award significantly reduces the
probability of happening. 

38. likely legal challenges ahead regarding the Reduced Award -implicationsfor the
Whistleblower Program 

38.1. If the Reduced Award were to be introduced there will most likely be a significant
number of legal challenges ahead given that even certain SEC Commissioners themselves
believe that they do not have "the authority to cap awards under the Dodd-Frank Reform
Actof2010 thatset up the paymentsi71.This is a view shared by Harvard Law School,
Forum on Corporate Governance and Financial Regulation, in an article stating that
"incentivesfor larger cases maybe disincentivized,since large awards could be modified
downward. Commissioner Stein's skepticism about the SEC'sstatutory authority to modify
award amounts downward may alsoforeshadowfuture legal challenges should the
proposed rule becomefinal"'Z. 

38.2. Further, whistleblowers who are retrospectively being deceived by the
implementation ofthe Reduced Award will also be forced to take legal action.Such
potential challenges would undoubtedly expose the very same vvhistlebiowers whose
identities the 1Nhistlebfower Program has a legal obligation to protect, creating a 'circular
reference', which will for sure scare off other pofiential whistleblowers to come forward,
undermining the Whistleblower Program even further, which would in turn perhaps please
Big Businesses such as B and D and their legal advisors, like E and Sullivan &Cromwell. 

38,3. If the Reduced Award were to be introduced, which would likely lead to numerous
such legal challenges, it would irrevocably give the impression to new potential
whistleblowers that they may in the end need to sue the state in order to be properly
remunerated and therefore lose their right to anonymity, which will for sure turn such
whistlebiowers off in coming forward. 

~ihtt_p~/www.marketwatch.com storyLeo-proposes-to-limit-whistleblower-awards-2018-06-287z https://corpgov.law,harvard.edu/2018/08/13/proposed-amendments-to-secs-whistleblower-program/ 
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38.4. The proposed Reduced Award does not even state asfrom which date this'new
biased interpretation' ofthe award rules shall start to take effect, which illustrates haw
arbitrarily drafted it is as one cannot suddenly change the rules retrospectively without
losing all credibility and face serious consequences. 

38,5. If the SEC Commissioners would implement the Reduced Award despite all the
reasons not to,one would at least have hoped that they have the judgement to make the
new rules applicable only to new cases filed after say 1 January 2019, not least in order to
honour the current arrangements and protect the significant whistleblowers who have
come forward on the current basis for reward,or are just in the process of coming forward,
so that such whistlebiowers are not being compromised. 

38.6. The SEC risks removing the credibility and integrity ofthe entire Whistleblower
Program if the Reduced Award were to be +mplement,which wil( undermine the trust in the
system, which is the single most importantfactor when encouraging people like me to take
the very difficult decision to become whistleblowers and thereby putting our families and
loved ones at risk by exposing very powerful wrongdoers who systematically breaches
Securities Law in order to enrich themselves at the expense of Main Street Investors. 

39. Nersonal Implications 

39.1. When I decided to become a whistleblower I could never in my wildest dreams(or
perhaps nightmares)imagine that I would end up being deceived by the SEC Commissioners
themselves in this way through the Reduced Award and dragged into messy US domestic
politics. 

39.2. I never wanted this to became personal and despite the fact that certain SEC
Commissioners allege that they are "armed with the wisdom ofobservation and
experience", I doubtthey understand even a fraction of what it actually could entail by
taking the step of becoming a whistleblower and therefore I feel obliged to become the
voice ofthose whistleblowers out there who are too afraid to come forward, by providing
the SEC Commissioners with a bit of my background and the implications it has had forme
to date to come forward. 

39.3, Clearly no whistleblower situation is identical to another. A 'tip-off' can consist of
òne sentence' whilst another, like mine, is based on the efforts of an entire career where

#aking the step to become a whistleblower is the same as almost giving up my entire life as
knew ifi. I am from Sweden and therefore US domestic politics do not directly impact on rne,
but more importantly, I am fortunate enough to have my independence, pride and integrity
intact, which may not be the case for most potential large case whistleblowers in my
position. 

39.4. Based on the letter ofthe law and the perceived credible structure of the
Whistleblower Program;guaranteed protection of anonymity and a clearly understood
incentivisation model based on total alignment; I took the crucial decision to spend my
entire time(given the immense underlying complexities) in analysing the Case and really
aim to provide the SEC with what I believe was compelling, crucial know-how and original
information in order to make sure that the above referred to Alleged Offenders were held
accountable for their actions, ultimately resulting in the huge Value Transfer, which today
s#ands at approx.$2.3 billion according to the estimates ofthe Whistleblower,to make sure 
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that such behaviour would not be allowed to damage the interests of Main Street Investors
again in the future. 

39.5. I have spent my entire life defending minority shareholders who are the genuine
victims of corporate abuse,often based on the shortcomings ofthe law and their inability
to understand and take on the offenders, after my two unclesjoined forces against my
mother in the mid 90's to acquire our inherited 37%share ofSweden's second largest
coffee company `on the cheap'. We subsequently sold our stake in the family business
some 20 years ago for a price higher than the now by the Chairman proposed $30m limit in
relation to the Reduced Award. 

39.6. After going through that process I realised that there vvas no one out there able to
help people in my mother's exposed situation,so I established an advisory business
specialising in such problems.Since then E have helped and protected a significant number
and a wide variety of minority shareholders in primarily closely held family businesses,
before I was retained as advisor to the proprietary trading division of ane ofthe world's
largest banks, who was caught up in such equivalent situations, but on a significantly larger
scale. 

39.7. I have thus seen first-hand., how majority shareholders of Big Businesses, carefully
guided by their advisors, i.e.'lever'lawyers like E and investment bankers like D,are
systematically enriching themselves at the expense of defenceless minority shareholders
through their huge know-how and information ascendancy and based on this I have
developed asharp-edged understanding and a set ofskills ofthese very complex issues
over a career that now spans 25 years, with the aim ofsimply being the best in this super
narrow field. 

39.8. At an importantjunction in life and in light of the perceived strength ofthe
Whistleblower Program I took the paramount decision to become a whistteblower; my
apportunity to contribute to a better world by creating fairness(in the true sense of the
word)and hopefully be able through the reward to secure real resources to take my quest
against majority abuse to the next level. 

39.9. I have done this without even having a clue whether the SEC has even instigated an
investigation in relation to the Case information I have supplied,and i still have no idea if a
such is forthcoming,although I certainly do not doubt the underlying merits of the Case.
What I do start to doubt however in light ofthe proposed Reduced Award,is if the SEC
really wants to go after the likes of investment bank D, not least given the commercial
history of its Chairman. 

39.10. Had I known that the Reduced Award was coming,especially given this very public
consultation which has now forced me into the `store window'despite all guarantees of
having my identity `protected' by the Whistleblower Program, J would most certainly have
thought about it long and hard before deciding to become a whistleblower; is it really worth
it given how uncertain and biased it a!I seems? 

39.11. I have in fact given up our way of life and to some extent my career(who dares to
retain me as a consultant going forward if they were to knave I may expose their
commercial wrongdoings)for this and now I feel that this newly proposed limitation of the
award is a betrayal, undermining my trust in the Whistleblower Program and the SEC more
generally,especially as it all appears politically driven. 
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39.12. I thoughfi(perhaps naively)that the SEC and the whistleblowers were on the same
side and that the SEC stood above politics given their nan-partisan requirement, but that
may clearly not be the case going forward,assuming the Reduced Award were to be
i mplemented. 

39.13. Given the actions E have taken to date by becoming a whistlebiower, ultimately
againstsome ofthe world's wealthiest and most influential individuals and organizations, i
feel that I have significantly exposed not only myself, but also my beloved family. E do not
want to exaggerate this, but the fact remains that against this background I have retained
close protection to look after us, which doesn't come cheap. 

39.14. Not only may I effectively prevent these individuals and organisations from
continuing to enrich themselves in an alleged fraudulent way, I may also indirectly make
them pay back their iIl-gotten gains plus steep penalties by filing the Case; i.e.few people
wil! have more serious enemies than me as a consequence ofstepping forward as a
whistleblower,should my identity be exposed, which is now a fact given that certain SEC
Commissioners have started to `fiddle' with the Whistleblower Program by pushing for the
Reduced Award. 

39,15. My question to Mr. Clayton, Mr. Piwowar and Mrs. Peirce, who have created this
situation, how will you guarantee my safety from here on? If anything bad ever were to
happen tome or my loved ones in light of this, whatever you object with, you will each and
every one of you bare the ultimate responsibility. 

4Q. Publicly available information,"independentanalysis"and "originalinformation" 

40.1. In addition to the Reduced Award,it is also proposed to add `guidance'to the
"independent analysis" standard.The Whistlebiower Program requires, in order to qualify
€or an avuard,that the whistleblower provide "originalinformation" which is information
that is based on either "independentknowledge" or "independent analysisi73. 

40.2. The proposed `guidance' is to `clarify' the type of analysis of publicly available
information that constitutes"independent analysis" and the Commission {or 3 out of5 as
far as I understand)now proposes; in order "to qualify as'independent analysis,'a
whistleblower's submission mustprovide evaluation, assessment or insight beyond what
would be reasonably apparent to the Commissionfrom publicly available information". 

40.3. The evident problem with this proposal is exactly the same as those broughtforward
i n relation to the Reduced Award {i.e. the proposed definition "reasonably necessary"), i.e.
it will ultimately weaken the Whistlebiower Program,as it again will allow a simple majority
ofthe SEC Commissioners(or the SEC Chairman himself in effect) a `capricious discretion'to
subjectively interpret what would be "reasonably apparent"to the SEC Commission from
publicly available information and to what degree such information disqualifies an award,
which again creates uncertainty which in turn will make potential whistleblowers chose to
stay quiet or instead ̀ partner' with the offenders,in which case Main Street Investors wiU
continue to be subjected to the abuse in question which the SEC Commissioners have €ailed
in protecting them from by yet another biased rule. 

73 https://corpgov.law.harvard.eduJ2018/07f28/proposed-amendments-to-whistleblower-rules/#13 
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40.4. This proposal moves the `goalposts' massively to the detriment ofthe whistleblower
as the SEC would go from what they in fact `did know'to what they in theory `could have
known'. One way to put it; if it was"reasonably apparent" to the SEC Chairman in hindsight
from publicly available information that say a fraud had been committed,why had not the
SEC acted on this information earlier? 

40.5. In the opinion of the Whis#leblower,for the above reasons,the SEC Commissioners
shall not adopt any arbitrary limitations as to the definition of what qualifies as "original
information". 

41. My next(potential)Submission to the Whistleblower Program 

41.1. (am actually working diligently on another submission to the Whistleblower
Program which relates to an even larger event than the Case and where fraud and the
breaches ofthe Securities law in my opinion are even of a more severe nature than the
ones exposed in relation to the Case. In this case it even appears as if numerous courts have
been actively misled by the offenders. 

41.2. This potential second case to date relates to a conservatively estimated ill-gotten
gain totalling $3.7 billion for the entities involved and their ultimate clients. This second
case also happens to involve one of the SEC Chairman'sformer clients, yet again illustrating
the very serious issue ofconflicts of interest. 

41.3. If one for the sake of the argument assumes that the Proposed Award Rule were to
be applied in relation to this second case and the above amount would be the ultimate
Recovery by the SEC,the Whistleblower would receive 0.81%a as opposed to'up to 30%'
{with a minimum of10%)ofthe Recovery under the Current Award Rule, i.e. a reduction of
up to 97.3%,as arbitrarily decided by the SEC Chairman, whose former lucrative client is the
potential subject also to this fine. In other words,the degree of dis-incentivisation if the
Reduced Award were to be adopted is significant, evidently undermining the entire purpose
ofthe Whistleblower Program. 

41.4. !n light ofthe now furnished Reduced Award,the natural reflection ofthe
Whistleblower at this point; sha!! I ignore the Whistleblower Program/SEC this time around
and instead approach the offenders in this second case and offer to help them `clean up'
what they have done and see how much they are wiling to pay me for assisting them ire this
regard? 

41.5, The SEC Commissioners must now ask themselves what is best;{A)to never learn
about this new potential case and have this previous unknown line of abuse(alleged fraud)
continue behind the scenes in an even more disguised form,continuing to rip off Main
Street Investors,or(S)recover 70-90%o of the ill-gotten gain (net of the Whistleblower
reward),restitute the victims and prevent this abuse from ever repeating itself in the
future? If the former is the preferred option,they shall perhaps vote for the Reduced
Award, if the latter is the preferred option,the SEC Commissioners who are not already
disqualified as conflicted must vote against the Reduced Award. 

41.6. In other words,the Commissioners ofthe SEC,and Chairman Clayton in particular
given that he is {hopefully)the only one without a political agenda (or other form of loyalty)
as "independent", must ask themselves; how much would they personally pay in theory to
get rid ofa meritorious potential claim against them of$3.7 billion plus penalties if they 
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were the target of a potential SEC investigation; more than $30 million74? if the answer tothis question, hand on heart, is yes,they must vote against the Reduced Award,as
otherwise they are undermining the integrity ofthe entire Whistleblower Program, unlessof course that is the whole purpose behind furnishing the Reduced Award. 

41J. In this second case the Whistieblower has access to certain internal emails and
i nformation which in the opinion of the Whistleblower exposes the evidence needed by theSEC to efficient be able to effectively investigate and convict those offenders, where
significant US retail investors were allegedly defrauded of huge amounts,i.e. the effect ofthe introduction of the Reduced Award (which the SEC Chairman appears to be in favour of)may in fact leave those significant offenders `off the hook', which in turn means that theycan refine and carryon with the same alleged fraudulent activities going forward;at theexpense ofthe very same Main Street Investors the SEC Commissioners are appointed toprotect. 

41.8. The Whistleblower's next case may even have bigger implications than the Case asto who is likely ultimately involved in enabling that huge value transfer. If there is a limit asto what the SEC can or wants to handle,then the proposed limitation for a reward perhaps
ought to be introduced, but if the SEC intends to treat anyone abusing the Securities Law orcommitting fraud the same,then the Reduced Award must be voted down. 

41.9. If the Reduced Award were to be adopted and given the fact that the SEC is keepingme totally `in the dark', I cannot draw any other conclusion then that the likes of
investment bank D are `above the law'and that my Case has been buried in some kind ofd̀eep drawer' within the SEC in order to be permanently concealed. A such development istotally unacceptable to me,as I cannot live with myselfseeing the Alleged Offenders gettingaway with their deplorable behaviour, by unduly enriching themselves,their clients andsuppliers at the expense of defenceless Main Street Investors. 

42. Perhaps the SEC Chairman believes that it is more "effective"to have the likes of ~letflixinvestigate larger cases of breaches ofthe Securities!aw? 

42,1. Alternatively, and dearly I am just speculating here, perhaps the film series DirtyMoney by Netflix would be interested to acquire the rights in relation to this second case inorder to expose what went on and explain how(assuming so is the case) politics was
allowed {assuming the Reduced Award were to be implemented)to undermine the integrityofthe SEC in order to protect Big Businesses'at the expense of Main Street Investors. Thata such development can become rather embarrassing for the Chairman and the SEC moregenerally is probably an understatement. 

42.2. This would clearly not be the appropriate forum in the opinion of the Whistleblower,but the SEC Commissioners shall not underestimate the creativity of potential
whistleblowers when they propose to change the award rules in such an arbitrary way anddeceive whistleblowers who put their lives and livelihoods on the line. 

42.3. To turn the Whistleblowing Program into entertainment instead of having regulatorsholding very serious offenders accountable to the letter ofthe law, would in my opinionbring the SEC in disrepute and be a very regrettable development and undermine the trustentirety. 

"Or perhaps in the context of the SEC Chairman,how much would he advice his 'theoretical client to pay to cover this up,after all it islikely mewed as a commercial decision,to 'settle'a claim before it reaches the authorities,and no one is guilty until found guilty. 
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42.4. Thereafter you might as well close down the Office ofthe Whistleblower,to the
total satisfaction of those who are systematically enriching themselves fraudulently at the
expense ofthe defenceless and wants to continue doing so. 

43. Concluding Comment 

43.1. During the financial crisis it was often said that certain institutions were `too big to
fail'; the Reduced Award suggests that certain fraud and breaches of the Securities haw are
t̀oo big to be exposed'. 

43.2. It is forbidden by law as a whistleblower to mislead the SEC75,yet the Reduced
Award evidently suggests that the SEC is allowed to mislead the very same whistleblower,
by first enticing them to come forward against a reward of'10-30%'of the Recovery,to
then suddenly be arbitrarily lowered to a fraction determined by the same people who are
potentially involved in committing the underlying fraud which has led to the action in
question. 

43,3. The Reduced Award is clearly not a properly thought through idea (unless there is
political desire to protect the ̀ financial elite'from responsibility and just `frame'the `small
fish') as it will clearly not be in the best interest of Main Street Investors and undermine the
ability for the SEC to receive timely, critical information through the Whistleblower Program
and discourage people like me to step forward whilst encourage us to `partner' with large
case offenders instead, with all that entails. 

43.4. The Reduced Award is thus a flagrant attempt to try to 'suffocate the dynamics'of
the current award system in order to protect Big Businesses at the expense of Main Street
I nvestors.There is a saying that'you can putrotten meatin thefreezer to stop itsmelling,
butit's still rotten' and the same principle applies here; if the Reduced Award were to be
implemented despite ail its deficiencies. 

43.5. If an entitled majority ofthe SEC Commissioners were to conclude that the
introduction of the Reduced Award is desirable despite all its evident shortcomings and the
serious issue of conf}icts of interest they must go back to Congress and ask for permission
to have the law changed and not `take the law into their own hands'in this manner and
undermine the entire purpose of the law. 

43.6. In a such scenario I will agree to testify before the United States Congress in order to
explain in more detail the implications ofthe implementation of the Reduced Award and
answer any questions the senators and representatives may have in this regard. In the
opinion of the Whistleblower,the SEC Chairman ought to subsequently be heard by
Congress so that they can get to the bottom with all the ulterior motives behind the
Reduced Award. 

43.7. There is no concrete evidence supplied whatsoever to support that the SEC
Chairman in favour ofthe Reduced Award is particularly fit to make judgements on how to
àppropriately' limit awards in his sole discretion, especially in light o#the almost infinite

complexities of balancing issues of conflicts of interest as explained above,. which would in
turn also be subjectively determined in a situation where the Reduced Award were to have
been adopted. 

75 https://www.sec.gov/about/forms/formtcr.pdf 
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43.8. The Reduced Award appears to be yet another example of oppression and powerabuse by the establishment, trying to `cover-up'to protect their privilege at the expense ofthe ordinary person who is yet again in ̀ the firing line' of being harmed.The SEC
Comrrtissioners rnustask themselves if they are appointed to protect the masses or theprivileged few who systematically enrich themselves at their expense,who the SEC
Chairman is ultimately an ambassador of? 

43.9. When the SEC starts to promote the interests of the establishment(like in the casewith the Reduced Award)as opposed to be a resource for the harmed and defenceless inany David and Goliath corporate scenario,something is seriously wrong. 

43,10. The Reduced Award has in my opinion already caused significant harm to theWhistleblower Program {this letter is in fact evidence to that effect) and the only way torestore it is to now swiftly withdraw that part ofthe proposed amendment and get all SECCommissioners firmly behind the Whistleblower Program and adopt the elements oftheproposed amendment that actually will "help strengthen" the program as discussed aboveand show its resilience in pursuing all offenders irrespective of size and background who arecommitting fraud or are breaching the Securities Laws in order to set examples whichhopefully will prevenfi Big Businesses and their advisors from committing fraud againstvulnerable Main Street Investors in the future, creating a truly better and fairer investmentworld. 

43.11. ~fhere is still time for the SEC Commissioners to turn this situation into somethingpositive and use this opportunity to promote the integrity of the Whistleblower Programand encourage whistleblowers of all backgrounds to come forward in order to bring aboutto see who the first whistleblower billionaire will be. After that `marketing effect', the likesofthe Alleged Offenders will for sure think twice before they decide to defraud investors. 

43.12. The SEC shall portray whistleblowers as true heroes, not as greedy and opportunisticindividuals, which the Reduced Award implies. 

43.13. Given the fact that the SEC Chairman Jay Clayton has the casting vote as
"independent" on the SEC Camm+ssion,he has in my opinion a massive responsibility to notvote in relation to the Reduced Award given that he is evidently conflicted in sa doing. 

If you would like to meet up in person in order to discuss the above in more detail I am willing tocome and see you on short notice at a time and location of your convenience. 

kindly ask the Secretary to confirm receipt ofthis communication at his earliest convenience, 

4September 2018 

Sincerely, 

Richard Janson 
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cJo Legal Counsel 
Hugh Hitchcock 
Acuity Legal 
21 Ganton Street 
London W1F9BN 
England 

Copy provided by courier to: Copy provided by courier to:
Jane Norberg The SEC Commission's Ethics Officer
Chief Office ofthe Whistleblower cfo The Secretary
100 F Street t~E 100 F Street NE
Mail Stop 5631 Washington DC 2549-1Q90
Washington, DC 20549 
United States 
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Disclaimer and Forward-Looking Statements 

The material contained in this letter represents the views and opinions ofthe Whistleblower. 

This information has been prepared by the Whistleblower. It is for your general information only.
This material has been prepared based upon information the Whistleblower believes to be reliable.
However,the Whistleblower does not represent that this material is accurate,complete and up to
date and accepts no liability it it is not. Opinions expressed are current opinions only as of the date
indicated.The Whistleblower does not accept any responsibility to update any opinions or other
information contained in this document. 

To the extent this material contains forward-looking statements,such views may change,and
otherwise they are subject to risks and uncertainties which are generally not within the control of
the Whistieblower. 
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